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Month after month
THE SAME POWER

AND PURITY

Type 117H, 6o volt
in crate, £2 .6 . 6

TONE and volume do not dwindle away as the Exide

High Tension Battery gets older. It keeps up its full

rated voltage until its charge is almost exhausted and

then it can be recharged just like your L.T. Battery.

The Exide H.T. Battery is distinguished above all others

by the steadiness of its current. It does not fluctuate

and spurt and so cause crackling or hum. Reception is

always constant, always crystal clear. In broadcast relays

and big speech amplifiers, where tone with volume counts

most, engineers always use the Exide H.T. Battery.

There is a size for the smallest sets. SupplIed in con-

venient to -volt units that can be built up gradually to

any voltage you like.

BATTERIES
FOR WIRELESS

PRICES PER 10 -VOLT UNIT. Type WJ, 2,5C0 m lliamps, 5/- . Type WH, 5,000 milliamps, 6:3. Type WT,

10,000 milliamps, 12,- Also larger units in Crates as shown. These prices do not apply in the Irish Free State
N.93

From Cxide Serv:ce Stations or any reputable dealer. Exide Service Sla' ions give service on eery make of battery

Exide Batteries, Exide Works, Cl.fton Junction, near Manchester. Branches: Lc n on, Menches e', :rmin;hr.m, Bristol, G'as;ow, C ubl'n, B. last

Please Mention "A.W." When Corresponding with Advertisers
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PILOT AUTHOR KITS
whythat's " Amateur Wireless " recommends

st

tutes,

KIT -BITS
Selected Components

CASH or C.O.D.
You pay the Postman. We pay all Post charges on

all orders over 10j -

HOME -LOVER'S ALL -ELECTRIC 3

2 Lissen screened dual -range Lining coils ...
1 Wearite combined 3 -point switch and 25,000 -

ohm resistance
1 Heayberd mains transformer as specified . . 1

Set of specified valves . . . . . ... 3

Specified cabinet ... ... 1

WORLD-WIDE SHORT -WAVER

J.B. short-wave type .00025 variable condenser
7elsen slow-motion disc -drive . .

7elsen dual -range short-wave coil unit .. . .

For the complete parcel .

1932 ETHER SEARCHER

13 0

6 0
8 G

10 0
0 0

8
4
4

17

0
6

0

P .7.

1 J.11..0003-mfd. triple -gang condenser .. 1 9 6
3 Colvern dual -range coils ready mounted and
ganged

5 Dubilier condensers (type 9200)
1 Peto-Scott figured ca.( cabinet, illustrated and

Specified .

1 set of specified valves (P.M.12,
P.M.22

1 8
13

16

2 II

BRITAIN'S NEW FAVOURITE 3
Polar 2 -gang .0005 Uniknob Condenser_.
Varley Square Peak Coil
Set of Specified Valves
Specified Cabinet

6
9

0

6

d
1 10 0

15 0
... 1 7 6
... 18 6

MANUFACTURER'S KITS
V.3 RADIO FOR THE MILLION. With ud
Valves, loss Cabinet.

CASH PRICE £5 17 6. 1 0/1
Balance in 11 monthly payments of 10/10. only

READI-RAD METEOR 3. Detector, Li'. and With
Power for short. medium and long waves. Coin- a ;

Iplete kit of parts, less valves 'and cabinet in Vi
pealed carton. Cash Price. 53 15 0. order
Balance in 11 monthly payments of 6/11.
FORMO TRIPLE -WAVE 3. Detector, T..F. and With
Power. Less valves. but with chassis and switch M I I
operated three -wave coil. Cash Price, £3 5 0 901
Balance in 11 monthly payments of 5/11. order
TELSEN 3
Less Valves and Cabinet.

CASH PRICE £1 19 6
Balance in 8 monthly payments 01 5/6.

Send

5/6
only

COSSOR EMPIRE MELODY MAKER 234. With
With valves and cabinet.

CASH PRICE, 69 15 0 1 Oilf
Balance in 11 monthly payments of 12:8. order

HOME -LOVER'S

ALL - ELECTRIC 3
(.4s described last weez)

KIT A Author's Kit, less valves and
cabinet, and speaker equipment
Panels and terminal strips ready drilled

CASH C))ER £6-10-0
Or 12 monthly pay- 1 / 1merits of
Set of specified valves £370'0 Cabinet as specified £1;0,0

WORLD-WIDE SHORT -WAVER
KIT A Author's Kit, less valves and cabinet

Panels and terminal strips ready drilled

CASH OR £2-18-OC.O.D.

Or 12 monthly payments of 5/4
Set of Specified Fat res,£1,7:6 Specified Cabinet, 12:6

1932 ETHER SEARCHER
KIT A Author's Kit, less valves and cabinet

Panels and teiiminal stripe react/ drilled

CASH OR R6 0NE _enC.O.D.
Or 12 monthly payments of 1 1/7
Set of 3 valves as specified L2,8,6 Pero -Scott Cabinet 16, -

BRITAIN'S NEW FAVOURITE
KIT A Author's kit, less valves and cabinet

Panels and terminal strips ready drilled

CASH OR £4 s 1
C.O.D.

Or 12 monthly payments of 8/2
Specified Valves 5.417;6 Cabinet 16:6

..... ^  -   .

SPEAKERS
R. & A. " 100 " PERMANENT

i MAGNET MOVING -COIL SPEAKER
Complete with multi -ratio input Send
transformer.

Cash Price £2;17/8 -5/4
Dalai:rein 11 monthly payments of

5/4. only

AMPLION M.C.6 MOVING -COIL Send
SPEAKER, parmanett magnet, with af9
cutput transformer. Complete. /
Price, L3/7(5. only
Balance in 11 monthly payments of 61.
* W.B. PERMANENT MAGNET Seat!
MOVZ77- COIL SPEAKER P.M.3. 4110Complete svitit3-ratiomput transformer.

Cash Price, 52112/8 only
Balance in 11 inowtily payments of 4/13
EPOCH A2 FERMANEN r MAGNET
movillo-cou. SPEAKER. Fitted with
Mutt kat io input transformer.

Cash Price, 53/3/0. only
Pala nce in 11 lin-middy payments 01 5/9.
BLUE SPOT SPEAKER UNIT AND Send
taicio313, TYPE 100U. gig

Cash or c.u.n.. 21/1316. fi"
:Balance in 7 monthly payments oi 5/5. only
ORMON 3 PERMANENT MAGNET Solid
Nov ireo-C1IL CHASSIS (No. 464). With 5/11input transformer. Cash Price 63/5,/fl -,
lialarnie in 11 mom lily payments of 5/11. only
CELESTION P.P.M. PERMANENT MAG- Send
liti - COIL SPEAKER with ain
impregnated :1101 t111:11.i111- wj
pedrinee input transformer. °lily
Cash or C.O.D. £2,'716.
Balance in 7 monthly payments of 6/9.

[ ULTRA IMP PERMANENT MAGNET Send
I Mtn -COIL SPEAKER, with input C

transformer. Cash Price £2/150.
Balance in 11 montaly payments of 5/- cn'y

 ELIMINATORS
*ATLAS A.G. ELIMINATOR, TYPO A.O. N.1111

1444. 'force tappings, S.G., detector,
end power. Output, 120 volts at. 20 in.a.

Cash Price £2/19/i.
Potence in 11 monthly payments of 518
TKCO H.T. UNIT. Type A.C. 25. For
itanit-valve sets requ:ring up to 23 ntla.

ta pp ngs, detector and 120/13n
volts. ForA.C. Mains. Cash or C.O.D.

]'rice 53/17)6
Balance in 11 monthly payments of 7,11 only
REGENTON7. H.T. ELIMINATOR for Send
D.C. Mains, type W.I.F. Tapped Go/7o,
S.G. and 1.:o V. at 12 !ma.

Cash Price 52/7/3 roily
Balance in 11 monthly payments of 4/4

5'6
only

7/1

4'4

 ACCESSORIES
GARRARD INDUCTION GRAMOPHONE
AM= For A.C. Lining. Model 202.
Mounted on 12 -in. Nickel Motor Plate
with fully automatic electric starting
andstoppingswitch. Cash Priee,62/111/6.
llalance in 11 monthly payments of 5/4.
NEW B.T.H. "SENIOR" PEK-JP
TkAS TONE ARM. Ccenplete.

Cash Price. £21510. 4/2
Balance in 11 monthly payments of 4/2. only
EXIDE 123 v. W.H. TYPE H.T. AC- Send

IMMEDIATE DELIVERY --CASH, C.® .D.,, H p .
rUMULATOR in erates.

Cash Pice VI13/0
llalance in 11 monthly payrments f/ 8,41.

ALWAYS FIRST SINCE 1 919

CO. LTD.

Send

5/4
only

Settil

8/6
only

To PETO.SCOTT CO. LTD., 77, CITY ROAD, LONDJ E.G 1

Please Send me 0.0 D., CA9r1/14.P.

for wtrch I enclose Cash it. P. Dyosit £ a. d.

Name

Address

77, CITY ROAD, LONDON, E.C.1 Telephone: Clerhenwe119406-7-8. 62, HIGH HOLBORN, LONDON W.C.1 Telephone: Chancery 8266

Mention of "Amateur Wireless" to Advertisers will Ensure Prompt Attention
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Here is the

MICA
BRIDGE
which ensures
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EFFICIENCY and CONSISTENCY

ci
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THE Cossor Mica Bridge principle
is to -day accepted as a notable
contribution to the radio indus-

try. By its use a much higher
standard of valve efficiency is

attained. Better radio is now available

for all who fit Cossor Valves to their
Receivers.
In the assembly of every Cossor Valve,
the elements are rigidly secured in

A copy of the 72 page Cossor Wire-
less Book Bt L will be sent you tree on
application to A. C. Cossor Ltd.,
Melody Dept., Highbury Grove.
London, N.5.

absolute life-long alignment by the mica
bridge as shown above. In some types,
four, and in others, two bridges are used.
No variation is possible- either during
or after manufacture. Therefore a remark-

ably consistent

performance
is ensured
ihroughout the

life of the valve.

Gel one of the new Cossor
Station Charts price 2d. Ask
your dealer for a copy of this
useful novelty or write to us en-
closing 2d. stamp.

A.. C. Casson Ltd.. Ilighbu, y Grove, London, N.i. Depots at pirmingoarn,

Cossor Valves for "A.W." Sets
27th Feb.-" Home -lover's Ali -electric 3,"

M.V.S G., 41 M.H.L., 41 M.P., 506 B.U.
13th Feb.--" Fifty Shilling Four," '220 S.G.,

.210 DET., 210 L.F., 220 P
1st Feb.-" World Wide A.W.3," 210 DET.,

210 L.F., 220 P.
30th Jan.-" Twenty-five Shilling Two,"

*210 H.F., 220 P.
16th Jan.-" 1932 Ether Searcher,"

`215 S.G., 210 H.F., 230 P.T.
9th Jan. -" Baby Three," 210 DET., 210

L.F., 220 P.
26th Dec. " A.C. Britain's Super," 41

M.D.G., M.V.S.G., M.V.S.G., 41 M.H.,
M.P. PEN.

5th Dec. -"Four Star 4," *223 S.G., ,210
DET., 210 L.F., 230 X.P.

5th Dec. --" A.W. Record Player," 210
DET., 220 P., 220 P.

MET 1 LUSED

SSOR
ALL-BRITISH
VALVES

Vristol, Glasgow. Leeds. Liverpool. Blanchester. Newcastle. Sheffield and Dublin;
.15.9 1,,=

Please Mention "A. W." When Corresponding. with A bv_rtisers
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BRITAIN'S LEADING RADIO WEEKLY
FOR CONSTRUCTOR, LISTENER El EXPERIMENTERED / 7-012 :

J . H REYNER . B.Sc.. A M.I.E E
RESEARCH CONV,ILTA NT:BERNARD E. JONES. W. JAMES.

rEcHiviCA EGV7-0.,
AS.S7STANT ED/T012:
H.CORBISHLEY.

tilibei Oh ;
A P.W.H." SET

AS we hinted in last week's issue, a
"P.W.H." set is on the stocks. It

is something really out of the ordinary,
and if you turn to page 492 you will see
what he has to say about it.

JACK'S LATEST
TACK PAYNE'S farewell to listeners

under the title of " Jack Payne and his
B.B.C. Dance Orchestra," takes place on
March 9, when he and his "boys" link
items in a vaudeville programme which
contains the names of Harry Hemsley,
Max and Harry Nesbitt,. Peggy Cochrane
and Patrick .Waddington, " Stainless
Stephen,'" Mamie Soutar and Ashmoor
Burch. As exclusively announced in last
week's issue. Jack has not signed a renewal
contract with the B.B.C:,-b-it he will, every
month or so, give a StueLo performance,
and may be heard at occasional outside
broadcasts.

HENRY HALL'S FIRST BROADCAST

H IIALL'S first broadcast on
March 15 is now almost certain to

be made from Studio 8A at Broadcasting
House, so the new dance -band leader will
haVe the distinction of broadcasting the
very first programme from the new head-
quarters at Portland Place.

JIM*

 NORTHERN AUDITIONS
UOLLOWING the London station's lead
r in suspending all musical auditions for
six months, the Northern stations have
decided on a similar move, and no more
auditions of this type are wanted for three
months.

4.0.710

THAT OPERA SUBSIDY
CO the annual opera subsidy of £r,i50,
i.11 paid by the Governinent out of B.B.C.
revenue, is to be withdrawn-and we are
not sorry. There are more popular uses
for such money. The B.B.C. emphasises

A radio sidelight in the Far East trouble. The Chinese army has a section equipped with
modern portable transmitters which are mounted on mules

that it is still willing to do everything
possible to popularise opera, and to
this end it is now working with Sir Thomas
Beecham, who is once again friendly with
the B.B.C.!

41.46
MORE RESIGNATIONS

IT is a curious thing how resignations
from the B.B.C. seem to come in well-

defined spasms. First Jack Payne, then
Gambier Parry; and now Uncle Columbus
and Aunt Belinda have resigned from the
B.B.C. Mr. Parry has been ii very popular
figure at Savoy Hill and has done great
work for the B.B.C.'s Sports Club. Uncle
Columbus and Aunt Belinda: have been
great favourites with the London kiddies,
all of Whom will be sorry to heat about
their resignations.

44,-11

THE BOAT RACE

JOHN
SNAGGE, the 'young London

announcer, has been asked to take on
single-handed the broadcast commentary
on this year's Boat Race: It is felt that
two commentators tend to confuse listeners.
John Snagge has the two essential qualifi-
cations for the job-he knows something
about rowing and, of course, his micro-
phone technique is beyond reproach.

011.-/P

RUSSIAN VISITORS ?
THE B.B.C. will probably soon be

visited by five Russian specialists who
are making a tour of European stations to
study studio construction. They are work-
ing on the new thirty -six -studio building
which is planned for Moscow and which the
Soviet Government hopes to have ready
by the time the Five Year Plan is finished.

400
MORE TELEVISION

THE little Radio-Normandie station at
Fecamp, which on account of its

sponsored programmes is becoming very
well known, has started regular television
transmissions. Scanning apparatus has
been rigged up in the studio and test
transmissions are generally given in the
mornings.- TURN TO PAGES 484 AND 492 AND READ ABOUT THE WONDERFUL HARM SET -
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rNI-ANS  ES). GOSSIP OF THE  WFI K -C,ontinucd
THE " GHOST " TO GO

ROM next Saturday onwards the so -
r called "Ghost in Goloshes," the electric
clock interval signal is to be heard less
frequently. Gaps that usually mean silent
periods between noon and 2.3o p.m. will
be filled by gramophone music.

40,510

5XX FOR DROITWICH
SO 5XX is to be moved to Droitwich,

thus leaving the Daventry site clear
for the erection of the Empire broadcasting
stations. You will find that Droitwich is
20 miles to the south-west of Birmingham
and 42 miles west of Daventry. This
brings the new site 36 miles nearer to
Wales-a useful point when we remember
that there is likely to he some trouble in
giving Wales a good national service from
the medium -wave West Regional outlet.

MORE HIGH POWER

W1TH
the new 5XX going up to loo

kilowatts comes the news that Mid-
land Regional's power is to be increased to
5o kilowatts, thus bringing it in line with
other regional stations. The B.B.C. evi-
dently does not intend to be left behind in
the European race for power.

THE NEW BUILDINGS
WE understand that the new Midland
Regional and 5XX stations will be

built along regional lines, so that these two
stations will be housed in one building, on
a site yet to- be decided in Droitwich.

4140
B.B.C.'s REASONS

THE B.B.C. gives several reasons for
moving its stations from Daventry.

Firstly, Birmingham listeners will be much
better covered by a 50 -kilowatt station at
Droitwich. The increase in power and the
decrease in distance should, to some extent,
overcome the drawback of a short medium
wavelength. Secondly, 5XX will need
high masts to give a nation-wide service on
its high power-and Droitwich is off the
air routes, so there will be no trouble with
the Air Ministry. Thirdly, there would be
the difficulty in finding room on the Daven-
try site for the Empire stations with the
existing Daventry and Midland Regional
stations and the two new stations.

olluV
THE EMPIRE TRANSMITTERS
AT Daventry the B.B.C. has fifty acres

over which to spread the seventeen
aerials needed for the two Empire trans-
mitters. We are told that the aerials will
he erected on wooden poles, that they will
not be very high, and that beam reflectors
will be fitted. The directional aerials will

he grouped according. to

WANTED-AN ENCORE!

I --`X
as.

" This ll'ire/e.i3 Set's an utter fraud, William,
I've been trying to get an encore all the afternoon,

and it wont."

the zones they are destined
to cover.

JP.*
EMPIRE TESTS

FIRST tests of the two
20 -kilowatt Empire

transmitters may be made
much sooner than is gener-
ally expected. We may
confidently anticipate that
one or both of the short-
wave stations will be "on
the air" by August or
September of this year. A
contract has already been
placed for the building to
house the stations.

le
7 -METRE

TRANSMISSIONS
U4NGINEERS of the

Gramophone Com-
pany have stolen a march
on the B.B.C. by their
recent radiations on 7

metres from the special
transmitter erected at
Hayes, Middlesex. The
B.B.C. tells us that its
7 -metre transmitter will be
delivered this month, and
will thenbe installed under
the roof at Broadcasting
House.

40.4"
" VOICES OF THE

PAST "
FOLLOWING our note

on the recording of

prominent "voices of the past" for the last
programme to be broadcast from Savoy
Hill, several more voices have now been
recorded at the H.M.V. studio in north
London. Sir John Reith was among those
recently recorded. Incidentally, Sir John

RADIO AT THE ARCTIC

On the second visit to the Arctic Circle to
be made by Mr. John Eric Smith, a radio
type of sea -level recorder developed by
Marconiphone will be used. This device,
known as the Echometer, is here being
tested out on the new P. & 0. liner

Strathnaver

Reith was very much impressed with the
wonderful design of the Abbey Road studio,
which is certainly the finest in the country.

SCOTTISH REGIONAL
WE are interested to see that the B.B.C.

proposes to recommend flat -dwellers
in and around the areas covered by the
Scottish stations that will close down when
Falkirk takes over the regional service, to
use one -valve sets for reliable headphone
reception, instead of the crystal sponsored
by the B.B.C. for previous regional stations.
Tenement dwellers in Glasgow, for example,
may find it difficult to get good headphone
reception from Scottish Regional stations
when the near -by Glasgow station shuts
down. It is for such listeners that B.B.C.
engineers favour the one -valve headphone
type of set.

44-1P
AMERICAN STYLE

BURLESQUE announcements, after the
style of those which accompany trans-

atlantic broadcasts, will introduce the
items in a National vaudeville programme
on March 7. The programme will be
sponsored by Leonard Henry, who will
appear as an American announcer !
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If you want a simple and inexpensive two-valver which covers medium and
long -wave tuning bands continuously by rotating a switch, then these con-
structional details of a simple outfit, designed to give this performance, will

interest you.

COMMERCIAL dual -range coils are
generally satisfactory in covering

the whole of the medium and long -
wave band ranges. A number of
 home-made coils have too few turns on
one or other of the windings, so that there
is an exceptionally big gap missed when
changing from medium to long; or the
reaction winding is not satisfactory so
that although the set tunes over a wide
range, very poor results are obtained
except between about 230-450 and 1,40o -
1,80o metres.

Wide- rang a Taairil
There is a demand, especially in simple

easily operated sets, for a tuning system
which covers the medium and long waves
continuously, and which will receive nine
or ten main stations really well. That is
what this new straightforward "two" is
designed for.

It incorporates a special type of coil
unit -on which wavechanging is achieved
by turning a small knob which controls
tappings on the main coil winding. The
coil also incorporates a small adjustable
condenser for balancing up and a variable
reaction rotor. This does away with the

By the use of the special coil unit the construction of the set
is made very simple

need for a separate reaction condenser,
and so there is only one tuning condenser
in this set.

The panel layout is very straightforward.
The main dial at the top is that of the aerial
tuning condenser, while the smaller knob
below on the extreme left is the adjustable
condenser of the coil unit. Next, in
order from left to right, are the reaction
control, the wavechange switch and the
on off switch. The baseboard layout is
equally simple.

There are only eight parts to be mounted,
including the two terminal blocks and the
clip for the grid -bias battery. The other
parts include the two valveholders, the
inter -valve transformer, by-pass fixed con-
denser and grid condenser and leak.

Provided all the ma-
terials arc at hand when
the construction is
started, it should be
possible to make the set
up and have it properly
working and adjusted
in an evening's easy
work.

The photographs give
you an idea of the
simplicity of the layout
and this is further
obvious from the wiring
plan given here. A full-
size version of this is
obtainable, price o n e
shilling, post free, from
the Blueprint Depart-
ment, AMATEUR WIRE-
LESS 5 8-6 r Fetter The circuit of the " Ten -station Two " is simple and
Lane, London, E.C.4.

All the components
needed for the construc-
tion of this simple" two"
are given in an accom-
panying panel. Prob-
ably you will have
many of the parts on
hand, except the special
coil unit, so it may not
cost you very much to
make up the set and
see what an advantage
it is to have a contin-
uous wavechanging
system.

It should be noted
that this coil covers the
medium and long -wave
broadcasting bands, and

does not tune down to the ultra -short
waves.

Construction is simplified by having the
point-to-point system of wiring. There is
no need to solder. All you have to do is
to put the wire leads in insulated sleeving,
cut about 1/2 -in. less than the length of
each lead, so that there is room to form a
wire loop to go under the terminal heads.

There are less than a couple of dozen
wires in the whole set, so you see it will
not take very long to complete the wiring.
The internal leads are tinned -copper wire,
enclosed in insulated sleeving, while the
five leads to the high-tension and low-
tension battery are rubber -covered flex.
The grid battery is held in clips on the
baseboard, two short flex leads connect

-0002

I 70005/

Itc2-?4,- I 2M11

L

straightforward

up to this from the low-tension wiring
and from the G.B. terminal of the inter -
Valve transformer.

There are two high-tension tappings,
one for the detector and one for the power
valve. Not only does this enable you
to work both valves at their proper charac-
teristics, the detector having an appreci-
ably lower anode voltage than the power
valve, of course, but it obviates the need
for &coupling in the set.

The panel can be drilled direct from the
full-size blueprint which shows the posi-
tions for the holes for the shafts of the
coil unit. It is important to get these
right, because any misalignment will
make it difficult to fit the coil and will
make the operation stiff.

(Continued on next page)
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The first job after drilling the panel
should be to mount the coil unit and then
tit the panel to the baseboard. If the
centres are not quite right for the unit,
then ream out the holes a little so that
the coil is an easy fit before fixing the
panel.

The " Ten -station Two" in a Clarion Cabinet

The baseboard parts can next be
mounted, their correct positions being
gauged from the blueprint. Get the trans-
former and valve holders the right way
round, for otherwise the wiring will
appear unduly complicated.

The grid leak, you see, is held in clips,
only one of which is in contact with the
grid condenser. The "free" end of the
grid leak (electrically speaking) is con-
nected to the low-tension side of the
wiring. These clips are provided with

482

terminals, so that even here there is no
need to make soldered connections.

Ordinary detector and power valves are
suitable, but. the accompanying table will
serve as a guide to those who are buying
new valves and are not. sure of the latest
type markings for both positions.

Nothing very elaborate is needed in the
way of high-tension supply. A medium -
capacity dry battery or a 15-2o milli-
ampere mains unit will be suitable. The
H.T. 2 tapping is taken to the point
of maximum voltage, that being the power
valve lead.

The detector lead, H.T. a,. should
be taken to 6o or 8o volts on the battery,
or to the variable control (unless it is a
screen -grid control) on the mains eliminator.
Some modern detector valves will stand
8o-90 volts and will give correspondingly
greater volume. Others tend to become
unstable when the voltage is increased,
and there is no gain in volume.

When working from a battery, keep the
detector voltage as low as possible, con-
sistent with good strength because there
is otherwise a Waste of high-tension
current.

There is no special point to note about
the operation of the coil. The rotary
switch is set at any desired tapping and
the reaction rotor turned until the set is
on the point of oscillation. Tuning is
carried out in the ordinary way, and the
variable condenser of the coil unit will he
found handy in controlling selectivity.

The set can be seen this week in the

COMPONENT
Ebonite panel, 12 in. by 8 in. (Becol,

Peto-Scott, Readi-Rad).
Baseboard, 12 in. by 8 in. (Cameo,

Peto-Scott, Reads-Rad).
.0005-mfd. variable condenser (Lotus,

Lissen, Telsen, Forme, J.B., Utility,
Polar).

All -wave tuner (Autokoil).
Rotary filament switch (Readi-Rad,

Bulgin).
Two 4 -pin valve holders (Telsen, Lissen,

Wearite, Junit, Bulgin, Lotus, Benjamin,
Clix).

Low -frequency transformer (Lissen
" Torex," Telsen, Lotus, R.I., Ferranti,
Varley, Lewcos, Igranic).

.0002-mfd. fixed condenser (Dubilier,
type 620, with series clip, Telsen, Lissen,
T.C.C., Graham-Farish, Ormond,
Formo).

.002-mfd. fixed condenser (Dubilier,
type 610, Telsen, Lissen, T.C.C., Graham.
Farish, Ormond, Formo).

2-megohm grid leak (Dubilier).
G.B. battery clip (Gripso, Bulgin).

S REQUIRED
Two terminal blocks (Sovereign, Junit,

Belling -Lee).
Four terminals, Aerial, Earth, L.S. ,

L.S.-- (Belling -Lee, Clix, Burton, Bulgin,
Igranic, Eelex).

Five wander plugs, G.B. G.B.-,
H.T. H.T. 1, H.T.--2 (Bening -Lee,
Clix, Eelex).

Two spade terminals, L.T.±, L.T.-
(Belling-Lee, Clix, Eelex).

Two yards flex (Lewcoflex).
Connecting wire and sleeving (Lewcos,

Jiffilinx, Quickwyre).
ACCESSORIES

Cabinet (Clarion, Camco, Peto-Scott,
Readi-Rad).

Loud -speaker (Sovereign, Celestion,
Blue Spot, Amplion, W.B., H.M.V.).

120 -volt H.T. battery (Pertrix, Lissen,
Ever -Ready, Fuller, C.A.V., Drydex).

9 -volt G.B. battery (Pertrix, Lissen,
Ever -Ready, Fuller, C.A.V., Drydex).

Accumulator (C.A.V., Lissen, Exide,
Fuller, Ever -Ready, Pertrix).

P4, I R CH 5, 193'2

Radio Department windows of Messrs.
Selfridge. & Co., of Oxford Street, London,
\t'.

SUITABLE VALVES FOR THE
" TEN -STATION TWO -

Make Det. Power

Mazda .. . . . . . HL210 P220
Moilard
Marconi
Osram ..

. . .

 1

PM I HL

HL2

PM21

P215

CoAsor . . . . 210Det. 220P
SixSixty . 21OHL 220P
Lissen .. . . . HL2 P220
'Friotron . . HD2 2D2
"Tungsram H210 P215
Fotos .. . . . . BCI8 BD5
Eta . . . . . . . . BY2023 BX604
Dario . . . . . . HF SP"

A Passion Tide Cantata by Bernard
Johnson, entitled "Ecce Homo" will be
broadcast from the Albert Hall, NOtting-
ham, in the Midland Regional programme
on March 13.

The Central Band of H.M.. Royal Air
Force, which is appearing at the National
Trades and industrial Exhibition at Bing -
ley Hall, Birmingham, will be broadcast
by special permission of the Air Council on
March 1.1.

The City of Birmingham Police Band
gives a concert from the Town Hall, Birm-
ingham, on March i6, conducted by Richard
Wassell.

BLUEPRINT
N°A.10336

L.T.SWITCH

AERIAL TUNING COW".
vbosinfit 6 -

moving MI

(2)

.5"
c)

. 1
PANEL /2x8

TUNING COIL

BASEBOARD
12X8'12"X8'

H.T.+2 LT:- III- LT+ Fcr.+1 Ea n.
This plan view and the accompanying layout and wiring diagram show clearly the construction of th:-. set. A full size blueprint is

available, price 1'-
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PERCY WHAMS ASKS:

ARE YOU USING
YOUR SPEAKE

WRIMILY?
T AST week I mentioned the case of a
kJ friend of mine whose experiences with

lond-speaker had rather misled him.
We found, you \\ill remember, that back
coupling in the receiver was the real trouble,
although the indications seemed otherwise.
This reminds me that my experience of the
last twelve months, in connection with high
quality reproduction, has led me to ques-
tii,n. at one time or another, almost every-
tl:iei about a loud -speaker..

1.00d -speaker Tests
If von leave New York in the evening, by

breakfast time you can be in Rochester ----
a city of big industrial plants, including the
huge Kodak factory, the Bausch and Lomb
Optical Company, and the Stromberg
Carlson Company. This last makes tele-
phone apparatus and high-grade radio sets
and I had the opportunity of visiting the
plant on more than one occasion.

The Stromberg Carlson Company has
spent large \sums of money in equipping
a special sound laboratory for the investi:
gation of loud -speakers. They have special
rooms so lined and draped that there is no
reflection whatever from the.walls, while out
in a field they have a kind of elevated plat-
form suspended between masts so that
measurements can be made of loud-
speakers acting in free space. Experiments
are made with loud -speakers with every
shape and kind of diaphragm, and curves
taken for all of them. As is practically
alway the case when genuine investigation

is made and first-hand - tests conducted,
many of the speakers which look most
promising on paper turn out to be the most
hopeless in practice.

One of the first things you notice when
testing out a loud -speaker in a room devoid
of echo or reflection is the strongly direc-
tional radiation of the average moving -coil
speaker with regard to the high notes.
Stand in front of it and you get good
reproduction; stand to the left ortight of it,
and while there does not seem to be much
decrease in strength, the reproduction
noticeably loses its brilliance and "snap"
with the higher speech frequencies defin-
itely weak. Turn your back to it and it
sounds different again.

Directional Effects
" Now what," yon may ask impatiently,

"is the connection between this you are
telling me and my- own loud -speaker in the
dining -room? I grant you it is all very
interesting, but how will it help me to get
better results ? " It is mere much to do with
you, particularly if you are using a speaker
which gives a considerable volume-the
way many people like to use it. When you
consider that a speaker used in, the abnor-
mal conditions of no reflection gives a
strongly directional effect to the high fre-
quencies, it follows that in an ordinary
living room with sound -absorbing and non -
absorbing materials, un-uniformly dis-

EE{ 111

A glimpse into the
studio of the Nagoya
broadcasting station.
The microphone is put
low down to suit the
orchestra on the low
stools. The vocalists
are provided with
music which is on the
stands in front, but
the instrumentalists

have no music !

tributed, you may be getting all kinds of
weird effects. The soft carpet on the floor
absdibs sound waves, the high ceiling xvill
probably reflect them. If your speaker is
placed in the corner between two walls
which are smooth and hard, your high notes
may come out well, while if the speaker is
placed beneath the table and therefore at:
a low level, the reproduction may sound
exceedingly Nvoolly. This reminds me that
I went to dinner the other night with a
friend who had taken extraordinary pains
to build a good amplifier and had had an
overall curve taken showing practically
uniform amplification up to about 6,500
or 7,000 cycles. Very few amplifiers are as

NEXT WEEK:
PERCY HARRIS'S " MASCOT " I

good as this. Connected to it he had a high
grade moving -coil loud -speaker. When he
asked me my opinion of the reproduction,
I could only say that it was very deficient
in the upper register and I would be pre-
pared to swear that the reproduction above
3,500 cycles was negligible. The fact that
you could hear high notes from the piano
or violin is no proof, for the highest notes
normally played on a violin are about
3,000 to 3,500, and the highest note on the
piano is not above 3,500. It is. the upper
harmonics. which give the true character
of musical reproduction and these were
obviously missing. I think he had become
used to the reproduction and did not notice
the lack of quality so much as I did. I aLsr.)
think investigation will show that the
cause of the trouble is not a single one.

Speaker Position
Firstly, the speaker was badly placed for

high -note reproduction, and secondly, the
output from his detector was badly dis-
torted. Remember the curve he had was
that of the amplifier alone. True, it ww
a straight-line amplifier, but even the best
straight-line amplifier cannot turn a Mr
into a straight line !

In a surprising number of cases I have
found experimenters very ready to assume
that a perfect or nearly perfect amplifier
when connected to the detector will give .

perfect or nearly perfect radio reprodue-
(Conlin/red of font rf ;lex? pagc)
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The Editor Requests the Honour
of your keen attention to Percy Harris's announce-
ment (page 492), of his first set designed for

A.W." -- a set that will immediately take the
radio world by storm.

Delightfully S imple-but_ highly efficient.
Cheap-but amazing quality and selectivity.
Band-pass Circuit-but no ganged condensers and no

matched coils.

Real Quality-but sharp tuning (plain or barid-pass at
your will).

First-rate Coils-but home-made if you like.

SEE NEXT WEEK'S 44A.W." for
Percy Harr is's (6 Mascot "

"ARE YOU USING YOUR SPEAKER
CORRECTLY ? "

(Continued from preceding page)
tion. A good amplifier faithfully magnifies
what is fed into it, making, so to speak,
a " Chinese copy " on an enlarged scale. It
cannot do more than this and you must not
ask it to do so.

Now radio engineers are fast coming to
the conclusion that a straight-line or a
"faithful" amplifier is about the last thing
you want on a modern radio set. The
sharper the tuning on the radio end, the
more the high notes will be attenuated and
the more the -curve of the amplifier needs
to be tilted to compensate for it. Where
scientists have been mistaken in the past,
however, is in assuming that a very
sharply tuned circuit with a correcting
amplifier would give no different results
in so far as selectivity is concerned than
a flatly tuned circuit with a flat amplifier.

Restoring High Notes
It has recently been shown that restoring

the high notes in a correcting amplifier does
not bring back again to normal or even
affect the great reduction of interference
brought about by a very sharply tuned
circuit. In the Stenode the sharpening
of the tuning to get rid of interference is
carried to the farthest possible limits and
it has been found that no matter how
sharp you make this tuning, an amplifier
designed to have a characteristic directly
proportional to the frequency (that is to
say, with notes of a thousand frequency
magnified just twice as much as those of
five hundred and so on) not only restores
the quality, but gives virtual straight-line
output. W'e shall hear a great deal more
about ultra -selectivity with subsequent tone
correction in the future, for some of the best
brains in the world are now working on it.

If you find out any new facts as the result
of applying my pet phrase, "That seems all

right, but is it really so," write and tell me,
care of the Editor. But, above all, do not
just put yourself into an inquiring state of
mind and do nothing else about it. Keep
a notebook-any notebook will do, provided
you keep it regularly. Do not go in for
elaborate notes which are boring to take
after the first evening or two, when the
novelty Wears off, but make it something
like this. " Thursday night, March 3.
Set used : detector with two note wags.
Experiment tried : Effect of substituting
8s. 6d. transformer for 17s. 6d, one pre-
viously used. Results of first test : 8s. 6d.

.............. e .................. u.cocreaegnesu ...... elemuovere ..........

NEAT L.F. ARRANGEMENT
If you are making up a set of your

own design, then keep the L.F. stage
neat and compact so that this can
remain set, no matter what changes
are made later in the detector and

high -frequency stages. It is seldom
that a good power stage need be
altered. Keep the grid -bias battery on
the baseboard, so that easy variation
can be made, and group the trans-
former and speaker output terminals
close to the power valve holder.

transformer gives better signals Lnid higher
quality. Used Harris test question before
scrapping ,expensive transformer in favour
of cheap one and found on series of further
trials that while cheap transformer worked
best with the one particular valve then. in
use, a new valve gave very much better
results with more expensive transformer,
both in quality and strength. Valve used
in first test - Valve used in seciand
test . Result of experithent : Decided
to keep old transformer in position and
change valve preceding it."

This is, of course, just an imaginary
example, but you will find that the mere
keeping of notes of this kind and the effort
to make them clear, will not only assist
your memory for future occasions, but will
of itself suggest many new tests.

BROADCASTING
SAVOY OPERA

Stange Advantage of Foreign Stations

MHERE are tens of thousands of GilberfI and Sullivan opera " fans " in Great
Britain, and it is not surprising that the
demand is often voiced for the broad-
casting of The Mikado, The Gondoliers,
and others of the famous series, by. the
B.B.C. Savoy Operas are broadcast, from
time to time by foreign stations and the
ordinary- listener- attributes their absence
from British programmes to want of
enterprise by the B.B.C.

The B.B.C. would perhaps be well
advised to take the public into its confid-
ence in these matters.. The fact is that
the B.B.C. is in no way to blame for
Savoy opera being kept oft the I3ritish ether.
In fact Savoy Hill has frequently sought
permission, but those who guard the
performing rights in Great Britain are
adamant. There appears to be no hope
at present of any change in their puzzling
attitude.

The copyright holders allow the broad-
casting by the B.B.C. of :-

Any published extracts from Gilbert
and Sullivan operas, provided that they
are not vocal; The original overtures,
in manuscript.
Sullivan's original overtures are in the

possession of D'Oyley Carte,  and the
B.B.C. is permitted to make use of these.
But the B.B.C. cannot go further than the
overture. The rest of each opera is a
closed book as far as broadcasting is
concerned. And under no circumstances
may songs taken from any of these popular
operas be broadcast.

Such are the limitations laid down by
the holders of the copyright, but for some
mysterious reason the same rigorous con-
trol is not exercised abroad. Consequently
British radio listeners have been able to
listen to Savoy opera sung in foreign
broadcasting studios and transmitted from
foreign stations, but they are unable to
hear the same operas from British studios.

The B.B.C. has_ been permitted to give
occasional relays from theatres, but the
production of Gilbert and Sullivan in the
British broadcasting studios is absolutely
vetoed.

I wonder why? L. B.
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%Iullard
Valve
peN202

46., -

P.M.
202

SUPER POWER OUTPUT

with ECONOMICAL CONSUMPTION

A super power valve consuming
a filament current of only 0.2 amp.

It is designed for use as an output valve
in battery operated receivers where con-

siderable volume is required and where the
available signals are greater than can be handled

without distortion by a valve of the power class.

OPERATING DATA

Max. Filament Voltage 2.0 volts

Filament Current ... 0.2 amp.
Max: Anode Voltage 150 volts

MADE IN ENGLAND

CHARACTERISTICS
(At Anode Volts 100: Geld Volts Zeno(
Anode Impedance 2,000 ohms
Amplification Factor ... 7.0
Mutual Conductance 3.5 mA v.

Price - 1 316

'dullard
THE  MASTER VALVE

Co., L.1., Mulford House, Cita-ring Cio.3.5 Road, London, W.C.2

To Ensure Speedy Delivery, Mention "A.W." to Advertisers

ARS(S
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BINOCULAR H.F. CHOKES
It is the function of an H.F. Choke to present the
highest possible impedance to H.F. currents at all
wavelengths. Particularly does this apply to the
popular tuned-grid'arrangement of screen -grid ampli-
fication, where the performance of the whole set is
limited by the value of the impedance in the anode
circuit of the screened -grid valve. It is equally im-
portant that this high efficiency should be maintained
over the whole broadcast band. Price 51 -

STANDARD H.F. CHOKE
The Tclsen Standard H.F. Choke utilises the minimum
baseboard space. It is designed to cover the whole broadcast
band and has an extremely low self -capacity. The induct-
ance is 1.5o,000 microhenries and the resistance 400 ohms.
It has proved very popular and has been incorporated by
sot designers in many of the leading circuits. Price 2, -

THE SECRET OF PERFECT
RADIO RECEPTION

MARCH 5, 1932

TELSEN TRANSFORMERS
have achieved fame in the radio
world on account of the high
standard of their quality and
performance. Designed and
built on the soundest engineer-
ing principles, these robust,
full-size transformers will give
not only efficient but enduring
service.

L.F. TRANSFORMERS
'Ace," Ratios. 3-r, 5- ... 5,6

" Radiogrand," Ratios 3-I, 5-1 8,6
" Radiogrand," Ratio 7-1 ... 12 6
" Radiogrand," Ratio f .75-i 12.6

OUTPUT TRANSFORMERS
Multi -Ratio Output Trans-

former, giving three ratios
of 9-1, 15-f, 22.5-1 ... 12,'6

Output Transformer, Ratio
12. 6

L.F. CHOKES
L.F. Intervalve Coupling

Choke, 40 and roo henrys 5/ -

OUTPUT CHOKES
Output Choke, 20 henrys ... 8/ -
Tapped Pentode Output

Choke ... ... 8 6
Power Pentode Output

Choke ... ... 12i6

Advertisers Appreciate Mention of "A.W." with Your Order
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.TELSEN
181 LOUDSPEAKER

An inexpensive combined loud-
speaker cone chassis and unit,
which gives a pleasing and
natural balance of tone, and
\rill handle all the output neces-
sary for ordinary reception.
Fitted with a fully floating
cone of damp -resisting material
and mounted in a rigid pressed
frame of IZ in. diameter.

Price 10/6

FIXED CONDENSERS
(Prop-. Pat. No. 20287/3o).

11Iade in capacities from .000i mfd.
to .002 mfd. They can be mounted
upright or flat, and the .0003 mfd.
fixed condenser is supplied com-
plete with patent grid leak clips to
facilitate series or parallel connec-
tions. Price 6d.

VALVE HOLDERS (Prov. Pat. No. 202S6:30L The Telsen four- and five -
pin valve holders embody pa,tent metal spring contacts, which are designed
to provide the most efficient contact with split and non -split valve legs, and
are extended in one piece to form soldering tags. Low capacity and self -
locating.
4 -Pin ...
5 -Pin ...

. Price 6d.
. Price 83.

GRID LEAKS. Telsen Grid Leaks are absolutely silent and non -micro -
phonic, and practically unbreakable. They cannot be burnt out and are
unaffected by atmospheric changes. Telsen Grid Leaks are not wire wound,
and therefore there are no capacity effects. Their value is not affected by
variation in the applied voltage. Made in values ranging from me,ohms.

Price 9d.

GRID LEAK HOLDER. 1Vi1l hold firmly any standard size or type of
Grid Leak. Ample clearance is provided between the terminal screw leads
and the baseboard (underneath) preventing any surface leakage upsetting
the value of the Grid Leak. The terminals and fixing holes are accessible
without removing the Grid Leak Price 6d.
FUSE HOLDER. This is a neat and inexpensive device which should be
incorporated in every set as a precaution against burnt -out valves. The
Telsen Fuse Holder firmly grips the standard radio fuse, giving a perfect
Contact. Price 6d.

TEL SEN SCREENS Price 2,1- and 24,6

100°, BRITISH
RADIO COMPONENTS

Adz t. of The Telsen Electric Co., Ltd., Aston, Birmingham. CVS-1f20

Mention of "Amateur Wireless" to Advertisers will Ensure Prompt Attention
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The secret of the
Is\ Test Tubes

There is a Process used in the
Lissen Battery which increases
the actual life of the cells, offers
resistance to volt -drop, deepens
power capacity. So much so that
A PRINTED LIFE GUARANTEE
is given with every Lissen
Battery sold. See this guarantee
on the side of the battery when
you buy --it means extra useful
battery life in your set'

483 MARCH 5, 1932

Broadcast banjo music can b: very
beautiful, if you have the right kind of
H.T. current in your set -the pure,
noiseless, smooth -flowing current of the
Lissen Battery. Then you will hear
characteristic tone from the banjo --tone
built up by harmonics-twanging strings
softened by a fabric of overtones.

There is a lot of enjoyment to the ear in
the plaintive melody of banjo music.
You will hear it at its best if you have a
Lissen H.T. battery in your set.

LONGER BATTERY LIFE
FOR LESS MONEY

The LIFE of the Lissen Battery
has been increased PRICES
have been reduced. A specific
LIFE GUARANTEE is printed
on the side of every battery.

HI' BATTERY

60 VOLT
WAS

NOW St
100 VOLT
WAS it444

NOW 93
WAS

NOW

Mention of "Amateur Wireless" to Advertisers will Ensure Prompt Attention

o 1,0

120 VOLT
55
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GREAT WORK
HE entrance of Percy W. Harris into
the ranks of the AMATEUR WIRELESS
staff sees one of my dearest wishes
realised. I have been associated

with AMATEUR WIRELESS myself since its
earliest days, and my friendship with him
dates back just about as long. That's
why I have always hoped that he would
one day grace the columns of. the best of
wireless papers.

00.50
AS CLEAR AS DAYLIGHT

00U 'don't need to read more than a
few paragraphs of Percy. Harris's
writing to realise that he has the
gift of dealing with any subject, no

matter how complicated it may be, in
such a simple and clear way that you cannot
help understanding. I remember being
very struck the first time that I took a
problem to him by his saying : " Well, first
of all, let's make quite sure that we know
exactly what the problem is, and then we
ought to be able to find a solution." So
many people rush in to deliver answers to
questions without fully comprehending
what the question is.  Not so Harris; he
gets right doWn to bedrock at the very
outset. It is just because he has himSelf
so clear an idea of any problem that he
tackles that he is able to give such straight-
forward and such interesting explanations.
And he knows his job, for he has been a
practical wireless man during the whole of
his career:

41.11

A GOOD STORY
ERCY HARRIS has some amusing
stories to tell of his early days as a
Wireless operator on shipboard.
Long before the War, ships used

to pick up (if they were lucky) a daily news
bulletin which was posted up for the
passengers to read. On one occasion
atmospherics were so appalling and the
receiving apparatus so elementary that
Harris could not succeed in recording more
than about one word in ten of the bulletin.
However, even in those days he had the
seeds of the journalist in him; from the odd
scraps that he had picked up he evolved
quite a lengthy bulletin, which, with a
smart salute he handed to the captain for
approval. "Quite good, my boy,"
remarked the captain, ."quite good; but
what you must learn is to expand these
bulletins a little." Expand ! !

ALL RIGHT THIS TIME

rii
.HOUGH the relay, of the American

concert " Hullo, Europe !" was much
marred by atmospherics, the B.B.C.
scored a real success in their recent

transmission of President Hoover's speech
on the occasion of the George Washington
Bicentenary celebrations. Those who
heard this speech will realise how extra-
ordinarily good long-distance wireless

Clatk-eetz /
relaying can be if only Dame Nature gives
things a chance. It is a comparatively
rare event for there to be much atmos-
pheric interference with the transatlantic
telephone service which is used for relaying,
and it was sheer bad luck that a particu-
larly bad outburSt should have occurred on
the night when the "Hullo, Europe !"
concert was relayed.

EMPIRE BROADCASTS
WONDER when the first Empire
concert will be given. Anyhow, it
cannot be so far away now that the
short-wave Empire broadcasting sta-

tion is under way. What a wonderful
event it will be in the history of wireless-
every part of the greatest empire that the
world has ever seen linked up and Britons
in every part of the world enjoying a
concert from the Homeland. Meantime,
the programme arrangements from G5SW,
the present short-wave station at Chelms-
ford, are much more satisfactory than they
were.

There used, if you remember, to be no
news bulletins, but this defect has now been
remedied and citizens of the Empire no
longer have to depend for their news upon
Stations in foreign countries. The bulle-
tinS actually go Out at 12.3o p.m., 6.15
p.m., and 12 midnight; so that one or
other of them is pretty sure to fit in with
local time conditions in any part of the .
Empire. The

one
of the evening pro-

gramme from one or other of the London
stations is now relayed between 6.45 p.m.
and midnight, and there is a short daily
programme between 12.3o and 1.3o p.m.
When the new station comes into operation,
one hopes that there will be a pretty well
continuous 24 -hour programme. There
should then be no place, however remote,
at which reception cannot be obtained.
Thanks to the programme "bottling"
device which the B.B.C. already possesses,
there should be no difficulty about conduct-
ing transmissions for twenty-four hours
out of the twenty-four.

Jr Yr
A SCREW LOOSE

HE other day I came across an
amusing, though at the time highly
exasperating, defect in a wireless
set which had just been constructed.

It was a perfectly simple affair, consisting,
as it did, Of a detector plus a couple of note-
mags. The wiring having been checked
over, the proud builder switched on, Only
to be rewarded by loud and prolonged
howls. No matter what he did, the set
just went On howling. Valves, valve
holders, fixed cOndensers, resistances, and
even coils and transformers were Changed
one at a tithe without result. The howling
continued.

At last, in desperation, the victim, who is
an old :friend of mine, telephoned to ask if
he could bring the thing round for me to

have a look at it. A quarter of an hour
later the set, yoked up to my aerial and
earth and using my valves and batteries,
was howling to beat the band. `And then
suddenly light dawned on me. "The coke
hammer ? " queried my friend. "No," I
said. "Let's try a screwdriver. We did,"
and we very soon scotched that howl. Now
can you see what had taken place ? Well,
here you are. The vanes of the reaction
condenser, which was of the solid -dielectric
type, had become jammed in the maximum
position, whilst the actuating knob was
loose on its spindle. The condenser itself
was hidden away behind another panel
component, so that the fact that its vanes
were not moving did not leap to the eye.

-9P

ANOTHER ONE
NE of the most dreadful evenings
that I can ever remember occurre
when I was giving a final testing
out to a set designed and finished

a week or two previously. It absolutely
would not work-it wouldn't even howl.
The wiring was a little complicated, but
I checked it over carefully about half a
dozen times. Then I made every con-
ceivable test of circuits and components,
but could find nothing amiss anywhere.
This was absolutely uncanny, for, when I
had spent a couple of hours with
two*or three evenings before, it had shown
itself to be a wonderful performer.

Between the previous tests and this one
nothing had happened to the set, except
that it had been photographed. Surely
the photographer could not have cast the
evil eye upon it? He hadn't, but he had
done something else. Wanting to take a
close-up of one part of the set, he had
found a spaghetti resistance in the way.
He therefore removed it temporarily, but
forgot afterwards exactly where it went.
This particular resistance was in the grid
circuit of the high -frequency valve; but he
had replaced it in such a way that it put the
valve completely out of action. Of .course,
J ought to have spotted it at once, but one
never thought of suspecting anything of the
kind and the resistance appeared to be in
its proper place, for the terminals the
photographer had chosen were very close
to the proper ones.

ABSOLUTELY BAFFLING
DMETIMES, though, one does come

! across genuine wireless mysteries.
One of our most eminent set
designers, for instance, was com-

pletely baffled at the end of last year by
the behaviour of an amplifier that he had
built with his own hands, and he has never
Yet found out what was wrong with it.
It was a two -stage note -magnifier intended
to give high quality reproduction with
great volume. Carefully designed  and
made of the best components, it refused to
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  On Your Wavelength! (continued)

work properly. The quality was poor and
it was clear that ' oscillation was taking
place at something rather above audio -
frequency. Though every component in
the set was changed one at a time, though
the whole thing was rewired, though a
variety of different valves made their
appearance in the holders, though decoup-
ling was applied up to the hilt, it absolutely
refused to work. It was pulled to pieces
and re -built with the same circuit, the
same layout, and the same component. It
then functioned perfectly and has continued
to do so ever since.

44,41
DON'T NEGLECT US

KNEW that the number of homes
in this country equipped with
electric light was well under 4o per
cent. of the total, but recently

published figures show that it is actually
not more than 25 per cent., and there is no
immediate likelihood of any big increase.
I hope that set manufacturers will take
these figures to heart, for there has lately
been some risk of their concentrating too
much on the all -mains set and devoting too
little attention to its battery -operated
brother.

The amount spent in this country on
high-tension batteries' alone each year
shows a substantial increase. There is,
therefore, a huge potential market for
battery sets. Mnufacturers made a. big
mistake in America two or three years ago
when many .of the biggest firms ceased to
make battery sets and concentrated on
those of the mains -driven order. They
are now realising that it was an error, and
some remarkably good battery sets are
being turned out.

It is sheer nonsense to say that the
battery set cannot be a thoroughly good
performer without using any extravagant
amount of either high-tension or low-
tension current. AMATEUR WIRELESS and
Wireless Magazine have always realised
that the battery user was important.
Though they have catered amply for the
mains user, they have never gone " mains
mad." I hope that both our valve manu-
facturers and our set manufacturers will
realise the importance of the battery -set
market and that they will lay themselves
out to produce noteworthy developments
in their apparatus.

SOME IDEAS
FTER all, there is no reason, really,
why the battery user should not
have some of the benefits which
are now confined entirely to the

man who has mains in his house. Every-
one knows that the indirectly -heated valve,
at present made for A.C. and D.C. mains
only, is much more efficient than its
battery counterpart. I cannot myself see
any reap reason why we should not have,
at any rate, screen -grid valves of the
indirectly -heated cathode type for use with
batteries. Mains valves all require one
ampere at volts. This is rather a lot
for the batteries to supply, but it should be

possible to cut down the current require-
ments a little and to bring such valves
within the scope of 4 -volt or 6 -volt accumu-
lators. Here is an idea for some enter-
prising valve maker. In these days of
super dry batteries and of accumulator
H.T.B.'s, high-tension supply is not nearly
such a problem as it was. Also, you can
use all your available volts from the H.T.B.
in the plate circuits, since there is no need
to bother about free grid bias. Grid
batteries are cheap and pretty well trouble -
free.
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ADVERTISING FROM ABROAD
GOOD many British firms seem to
n1ake use of the nearer Continental
stations to advertise their wares in
this country nowadays. In fact,

one or two of the French stations seem to
be in the process of turning into British
advertising mediums. There cannot be
any objection to this from our point of
view, at any rate, for if you don't want to
listen to the voice of publicity you can
always go on to something else. And you
must not forget that it is all to the goad of
British trade abroad, for the number of
people living on the Continent who under-
stand English is surprisingly large. I must
say, though, that I am rather surprised
that so many advertisers make use of the
short-wave stations, for fading is often S3
bad that the volume comes down to nothing
at all just when the announcer is about to
give out the name of the firm responsible
for the wonderful things that he has beea
describing. I suppose that we shall have
a real taste of wireless advertising when the
new Luxembourg station ,gets going, for it
is being erected primarily for that purpose.
Apparently it is not going to elbow its way
into the broadcast band, but is to use a
wavelength a little below pa metres.

PLENTY OF BIAS
In a large power or push-pull stage

it is essential to have plenty of grid
bias. Two batteries can conveniently
be mounted side by s;te in clips as

shown, the negative terminal of one
battery being connected to the positive
terminal of the other and tappings
taken on either battery according to
the voltage required.

RE -SHAPING " THE L.P.
HE special circuits now being used
on the low -frequency side of a set
to restore notes lost or " cut" in the
H.F. circuits are comparatively new

in wireless practice, though they date back
a long way in the art of cable telegraphy
and line telephony. Incidentally, they
will play a big part in the new telephone
cable which it is proposed to lay across the
Atlantic. The amount of leakage in the
first subnearine telegraph cable was so
great that the most sensitive instrument
could barely distinguish the .dots front the
dashes in the more code. " Shaping "
circuits were first devised to overcome this
difficulty, and now it is possible with their
help to restore speech currents even after
they have passed through more than two
thousand miles of cable. The transatlantic
telephony cable will cost several million
pounds to make and lay, but it will prob-
ably pay its way, because it offers greater
secrecy than the wireless service.

414,
DON'T DO IT

OMEONE who is apparently trying
to pull my leg writes to inquire what
would happen if he plugged an
X C mains set across a D.C. supply

Well, although I'm all in favour of intelli-
gent research, I must confess I've never
tried this particular experiment. The best
thing that could happen would be for the
fuse to blow, and thus save any more
serious damage; but more probably the
transformer primary would go first, and
then there would be a nice little bill for
repairs. This kind of curiosity is mis-
placed-like that which killed the cat.
Of course, if 'you insist upon acquiring
first-hand knowledge at all costs-go
ahead. But my advice is-don't !

THE GOLDEN RULE
T was Newton, I think, who laid down
three universal laws relating to the
behaviour of matter in general, to
which some equally profound-.

though unknown --philosopher added a
fourth which he labelled "sheer cessed-
ness.' This operates to make all sorts of
things go wrong when it is particularly
important that they shouldn't. Scienti-
fi:;ally it ir a7 be all " bally hoo," but
ordinary people learn to treat it as the
"golden rule." The other evening, for
instance,- I was invited t witness the
perforthance of a new winless set-a
perfectly good portable, spick and span is
every respect, except for -the L.T, ,battery,
widch had been overworked by the proud
owner. It "fell down" on him just as I
arrived, full of carefully prepared con -
.

gratulations. For the first ten minutes th
atmosphere was certainly " electric "--full
of higinfension and "discharges" of lan-
gaage that occasionally dipped below the
level of the L.T. voltage. Finally, I hal
to listen to a long account of all the station-;
I could have heard had. I called round any
other night. Very human, of course, but
also rather pathetic. THERMION.
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AT'THE B-B.C

MARCH is a busy month for
Outside Broadcast Engineers.

I- have just been having a chat with a
Savoy Hill official who is in charge of all
Outside Broadcast events and he has
explained to me how the programme will
be arranged for the next three weeks.

" We here are proud of the fact that
last week we carried out the ro,000th
relay," he said, " that is, of course, relays
conducted by the Outside Broadcast
Department.

Is it a Record ?
"I am not prepared to say whether this

is a world's record. Perhaps one of the
big American combines, which handles so
much O.B. material in the programmes,

SOME IMPORTANT 00 I39?
and HOW THEY WILL BE DONE

_the

In an interview with an O.B. official, our Special Commissioner
deals with leading events during the month, and tells how they

will be done

has beaten our figures, but in all prob-
ability it stands as a European
record !"

" Why is March such a busy month? "
I asked.

"Chiefly because of the number of
sporting events which fall just at this

time of the year," said the O.B. man.

Many Big Events
" Not every big sporting event is the

subject of an Outside Broadcast, but it just
happens that most of the
items'this month are events
which have generally come
to be regarded as part of
the programmes.

"Big events include the
Boat Race relay, the broad-
cast of the running com-
mentary on the Grand
National, and the eye wit-
ness commentary on the
England - versus - Scotland

CONTROLLING A BROADCAST
INN

B.B.C. engineers at the balance and control point during a broad-
cast. The dual sets of panels control the volume, the number

of microphones in circuit an:I the microphone amplifiers

One of the short-
wave detector out-
fits used by the
B.B.C. engineers for
relaying, and (inset)
the theoretical cir-

cuit diagram

Rugby match at
TwickenIatn."

" What new ar-
rangements are you
making in connec-
tion with these three
broadcasts?" I asked.

" The Boat Race
will, it is fairly cer-
tairi,be given through
the portable trans-
mitter on the old
Magician launch,

" The gear on this
remains' largely the
same as last year.
We are not disclosing
the wavelength used
till after the events.

"This year plain
Reinartz - type de-
tectors will be used

for receiving the signals from the launch.
These replace the six -valve super-hets
which have been used on other occasions.
They are easier to work and provide all
the signal energy required.

The Receivers
"These little receivers are made up in

sturdy wooden boxes and do not look a
bit like ordinary short-wave sets. Every-
thing is enclosed and weatherproof. Loose -
coupled aerial tuning is used to get freedom

from heterodyne interference and oily the
grid side of the coil coupling is tuned.

"Capacity -controlled reaction adjustable
from the little front panel of the set ensures
that the operator can tune in without undue
hand capacity. The detector circuit is
direct coupled to one stage of low -frequency
amplification in the same box and the
output of this goes to the line amplifier.
New Apparatus

"These sets will be used at a number of
points along the course and the Post
Office has arranged for a number of
special 'phone lines through to the Control
Room where the inputs from each link set
are controlled."

" What about the Grand National and
Rugger broadcasts ? " I inquired.

"We are using the new O.B. fade units
at all these field broadcasts," he explained.
" These are an improvement on old O.B.

(Continued at foot of next prig.)

NEXT WEEK: PERCY HARRIS'S "MASCOT" -SEE DETAILS ON PAGE 484
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PERCY W. HARRIS TALKS ABOUT
HIS FIRST SET FOR "AW" READERS

IF you think I have lost the thrill which
comes from handling a brand new set of

exceptional performance, you are quite
mistaken ! As I write this, my new set
stands on the laboratory bench in front of
me. I have been running over its dials
for the last hour or more, finally checking
up its performance, making sure that it
performs equally well over the whole range
of both wavelengths; that the reaction is
delicate and smooth everywhere; that the
quality of reproduction is first-class; and,
in fact, making sure that it is really worthy
to be my first set for AMATEUR WIRELESS.

I am more than pleased with it because
I feel that in these days of rigid economy,
when the shillings we spend on wireless
components have to be carefully spent,
and when there is little justification for

,making a new set just because it is a new
set and nothing more, that this receiver is
something really new giving a performance
which is in wide demand at the lowest
possible cost.

You will be amazed at its selectivity

just as you will be amazed at its range and
the fact that it has no ganged condensers,
no matched coils, no screening, no
expensive screen -grid valve, and no
tricky adjustments of any kind. These
features will, I am sure, appeal to you. If
you so desire you can wind the coils

yourself with no-
thing more than
two cardboard
tubes and three
cardboard rings
and less than a
quarter of a pound
of No. 28 d.s.c.
wire. Even this

little trouble, however, can be avoided, for I
have arranged with several firms to supply
ready wound tang coils if you want
them so made. As to the overall cost,
this is very small.

All the Features You Want
What do you want in performance?

This set will give you a selectivity which,
hitherto, you have only associated with
receivers with a carefully designed
high -frequency stage. Real selectivity,
mark you, for claims of selectivity have
been badly overstated in some cases-a
selectivity which is generally associated
with a super -heterodyne, making it possible
to receive distant stations a division or two
away from the most powerful local.

Do you want quality? The quality of
reproduction is as exceptional as the
selectivity and that is saying a great
deal. Do you occasionally want the
maximum signal strength you can squeeze
out of your receiver without going to
extremes in selectivity? In a second you

can change this receiver from a simply
handled set with tremendous sharpness of
tuning down to one of medium selectivity
but of much greater strength. In a word
from band-pass to ordinary tuning or back
again in a second.

Do you want simplicity of control ?
Here are two tuning dials and a reaction
knob which is remarkably constant in its
setting; a wave -change and an on -off knob
complete the controls. Do you like a
smart appearance ? My new receiver has a
neatness and symmetrical dignity in panel
layout which will make your friends say :
"That looks like a real set," and, of course,
you want simplicity of construction.
Lay the parts on the baseboard, screw them
down and wire them up with soldered or
screwed -down connections, just as you
please. Every part is fitted with terminals,
and the panel mounting parts are few and
simple.

The whole receiver, now it is finished,
looks so simple and easy that you have no
idea how many times I re -built it and how
many changes and combinations I tried
before I got just that balance and perfor-
mance I aimed for. For this had to be a
"New Days " set with no sacrifice of
quality in getting the selectivity. Believe
me, this set does justice to any loud-
speaker you connect to it,

Next week I shall give you full particu-
lars of how to build it and when you have
built it I am sure you will agree that I haVe
not exaggerated my claims for it.

Having written these preliminary notes
at the Editor's request, I am now going
back to the set to get a few more stations,
and to prepare a calibration chart to help
you tune it.

" SOME IMPORTANT O.B.'s"
(Continued from preceding page)

control gear because they comprise two
entirely separate control panels. Let me
explain this.

"On one Outside Broadcast four or five
microphones are used. Let us assume there
are five microphones for the Grand National
this year. On previous occasions these
would have been connected all to one
board, carrying five potentiometers.

" The man at the O.B. point on the field
would have listened -in with 'phones and
'opened the throttle' on each one according
to the continuity of the race or the positions
of the commentators.

O.B. Fade Units
"With the new O.B. equipment, in a

similar event, three of the microphones
would be connected to one of the fade
units, and, say, two to the other.

" Four days before the Boat Race, on
Wednesday, March i6, to be exact, we
have planned a test cruise over the race-
course with the Magician to see that all the
link receivers are working properly.

"We must haVe the Magician plant in
proper working order by the end of the

afternoon, for on the following day-the
Thursday-we have to be off to Aintree to
try the microphone and circuits to be used
for the Grand National commentary, which
is given on the following day.

" Another section will have to get the
microphone lines ready for the Rugger
match on the same Saturday as the Boat
Race, but the actual control people will, in
all probability, handle both events.

" Immediately the Boat Race broadcast
is through a party will motor off to Twicken-
ham where the commentators will be at
the microphone all ready for the O.B.
control.

New Commentators' Huts
" We are using the new commentators'

huts this .year, which are permanently
fixed up with microphone wiring. On past
occasions we have had complaints of
crackling noises and occasional speech inter-
ference on the lines. This has more often
been proved to be a lack of screening on the
microphone lines, rather than incorrect
switching on the Post Office circuits. We
are now taking particular care to screen all
the microphone leads and the first -stage
amplifiers."

The Grand National
The Grand National will be described in

two parts during the race. Mr. R. C. Lyle,
who will be in Messrs. Topham's private
stand, will deal with the race over that
portion of the course on the Grand Stand
side of Becher's and Valentine's Brooks and
Mr. W. Hobbiss, at the Canal Turn, will
describe events over the remainder of the
course, including Becher's Brook, the
Canal Turn, and Valentine's Brook.

The broadcast will open with a descrip-
tion of the general scene, the names of the
runners and jockeys, together with crowd
effects. Then will follow an account of the
Parade of horses to the starting post. Next
the running commentary will be opened by
Mr. Lyle and an announcement will be
given at the moment of the change -over to
Mr. Hobbiss, who at the conclusion of his
part of the commentary, will announce the
change back to Mr. Lyle. The final result
will be repeated several times at the con-
clusion of the race.

Mr. J. D. M. Snagge will give a running
commentary on the Oxford and Cambridge
Boat Race. Mr. Snagge will speak from
the Magician. The race will probably
start at 10.30 a.m.
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MALL CIRCUIT CHANGES THAT
HAKE A BIG DIFFERENCE

VOLT may not be very keen on the theory
1 of wireless, but it is long odds that you

are keen on making your set go well. A
little theory will help you to get better
results. This axiom is very true of circuit
values. Most constructors take capacity
and resistance values for granted-and lose
efficiency because the best possible values
have not been chosen.

Let me give you a few of the more
important circuit values, and then you will
be able to check up on most of the vulner-

An informative Article by ALAN HUNTER, illustrated with simple
pictorial diagrams that every reader can understand.

though this resistance might be lowered
to 1/2 megohm without any trouble.

If - the grid condenser is made smaller
than .000r microfarad there is a risk of
signal loss, for the impedance of -the con-
denser to the incoming signal will then be
appreciable, and some of the voltage will be
dropped across the condenser.

This and many similar capacity values
depend on the fact that a condenser's
impedance to, alternating current alters as
the frequency is altered. Thus a given con-

denser capacity offers
a greater impedance
to a low frequency
than to high fre-
quency. You should
bear this fact in mind
when considering the
capacity of the anode
by-pass condenser ---
the small condenser
now fitted in almost
every set betw'een
the anode of the de-
tector and earth.

The usual capacity
specified for this con-
denser is .000r micro -
farad --do you knoW
why? Because with
a fairly high-imped-

d(.tector this

PASSES SIGNAL -*-
STOPS LOW-FREQUEN Y.Ke-

GRID CONIP4
0002 MFD.

I MEG-OHM GRID LEAK

LT.+

DEP

ANODE BY-PASS
CON 014-.0001 MFD.

PASSES HIGH -FREQUENCY
STOPS LOW -FREQUENCY

Lt-
'Two fixed condensers in the detector circuit are shown in this pictorial
diagram-- the grid condenser and the anode by-pass. The grid condenser
must be large enough to pass the signal without loss of voltage, but
small enough to prevent lass of high notes. The anode by-pass condenser
must be large enough to pass the high -frequency current in the detector
anode circuit, but small enough to prevent by-passing of the higher audible

frequencies

able points of the set. Shall we start with
the detector? That is a fruitful source of
inefficiency, because quite often wrong
circuit values have been adopted.

Detector G:id Condenser
What should be the capacity of the grid

condenser? You have a choice, depending
mainly on the type of detection wanted.
For ordinary grid detection a .0002 -micro -
farad condenser will usually be the best.
If it is made any bigger. say .0003 micro -
farad, there is a risk of frequency distortion
--some of the higher audible frequencies,
contained in the low -frequency component
of the signal applied and detected at the
grid of the detector, will be cut off.

Much depends on the value of the grid
leak how the grid condenser behaves; it is
best to have a grid leak of about T MegOhni
with the .0002-microfarad grid condenser.

capacity will bypass
the unwanted high -
frequency current,
but wilt not by-pass
the high audible fre-
quencies, which arc,
of course, of much
lower frequency than
the signal or carrier
frequency.

Here we have a
good example of the
use of a condenser
to discriminate be-
tween high and low
frequencies. T h e
.000r-microfarad

them to get to earth, so they proceed as
required into the low -frequency amplifier.

You can easily prove how the detector
anode by-pass affects the audible fre-
quencies by putting in a much larger capa-
city. Try a .00r-microfarad by-pass-you
will probably find that the output tone or
pitelois lowered, showing that the by-pass
condenser in the anode circuit has by-passed
not only,the high frequency, but also some
of the audible frequencies.

Much depends on the impedance of the
detector; with the detector used in the
"Home -Lover's " set described elsewhere
in this issue, for example, the usual .000
has been changed to .00r-microfarad, be-
cause the detector has such a low impe-
dance that a .000f microfarad would be high
in comparison.

Tone Compensation
A rough-and-ready test can be made by

increasing the capacity until the output
_tone begins to suffer; choose a capacity
just below this point, unless your object is
to compensate for subsequent high -note
compensation. -With a medium -impe-
dance valve you can obtain a sort of tone
control by putting in a pre-set for the anode
by-pass condenser.

Now what about sonic of the low -fre-
quency component values? Consider the
decoupling of the detector. for exampf-.

30,000 OHMS
DECOUPLING RESIST.

--A, HT.*

HIGH -IMPEDANCE
BARRIER

fiLOW -IMPEDANCE
PATH TO EARTH

MR.
DE -COUPLING
COND-

The decoupling condenser shown in this diagram has a capacity largeW
determined by the value of the decoupling resistance in series with the

primary of the transformer, as is fully explained in the text

capacity, assuming a high -impedance
detector, effectively' by-passes the high
frequency, but its impedance to the
lower frequencies. such -as the highest
audible frequencie,. is too great to allow

What should be the value of the decoupling
resistance, and the capacity of the de -
coupling condenser?

Well, the first point is ----why decoupic
The answer is that, unless we decouple,

HAVE YOU READ THE SPECIAL ANNOUNCEMENT ON PAGE 484?
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impedance of the high-tension power sup-
ply, common to all the valve anodes, will
pass energy developed -in the later stages,
hack into the earlier stages, with resulting
"motor -boating" and distortion.

The decoupling resistance must be made
high compared with the battery or mains -
unit resistance, and to do its wotk properly
this resistance must also he high compared
with the impedance of the decoupling
condenser.

It will be remembered that the impedance
of the condenser varies, according to the
frequency; this has to be
borne in mind 'when con-
sidering decoupling. We
choose a capacity that will
effectively pass the lowest
frequency with which the
amplifier is capable of deal-
ing. Then we make the
value of the decoupling
resistance in the anode
circuit at least ten times as
great as the impedance in
ohms of ;the condenser
chosen.

For example, a -micro-
farad condenser has an
impedance of 3,200 ohms
at a frequency of 5o cycles
(the lowest frequency we
itl-C likely to encounter),
so if this were used for the
decoupling condenser the
resistance would need to
be just over 30,000 ohms.

The larger the condenser
the less the impedance
offered for a given frequency; so a 2-
microfarad fixed condenser has an imped-
ance of only 1,600 ohms at 5O cycles.
With this condenser the decoupling resis-
tance would not need to be more than
20,000 ohms.

There is another consideration when
choosing decoupling values, and that is the
anode voltage wanted on the detector or
other valve whose anode circuit is being
decoupled. The more voltage wanted on
the anode, the less voltage drop can you
spare across the resistance in the anode
circuit.

With power -grid Cetection, or with any
valve needing the maximum anode voltage,
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it pays to use a large decoupling conden-
ser, for then a lower decoupling resistance
can be used, and so less voltage is dropped.

Another source of worry to many ama-
teurs is the value of the "stopper" resis-
tance sometimes used in the grid circuit
of the last valve. The function of this
resistance is to drop across it any residual
high frequency that may, in spite of earlier
filtering, have got through to the last valve.

Unless you.know how this resistance acts,
it is not easy to see why one particular -
value will give better results than any

HIGH-IMPEDAN(F1
BARRIER

1111.1111M0....101.1.1111110011V

-0 KT+

OUTPUT CHORE

LOW -IMPEDANCE
PATH TO EARTH

L.S.

OUT PUT CONDOs'

LT-

The fixed condenser of a choke -capacity output must have a low impedance
compared with that of the loud -speaker. In general, the larger the con-
denser the better will the very low notes be passed. 2 microfarads is the
minimum, and 4 or 6 microfarads is recommended for very good

amplifiers

other. The whole action depends on our
rule that a condenser has a lower impe-
dance to high frequency than to low fre-
quency. The condenser in this arrange-
ment is the capacity formed between the
grid and filament of the valve.

The grid stopper is in series with this
capacity impedance, but the grid resis-
tance's impedance to the applied signal is
constant, whereaS the valve capacity's
impedance is low for -high frequency.
Thus, if there is any high frequency left
when the signal arrives at the last grid,
most of it is lost across the greater impe-
dance, which is the resistance.

But remember that this valve capacity
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has a much higher impedance to low fre-
quency, so for the audible frequencies the
greatest voltage will be developed across
the valve, since this has the greater impe-
dance at these frequencies.
Stopper Action

Now it is clear that for a satisfactory
" stopper " action, the resistance value Must
he chosen so that the resistance is small
compared with the valve impedance at low
frequencies, yet high enough to drop most
of the high frequencies.- Such a value is
100,000 ohms. If this is greatly exceeded,
some of the higher audible frequencies will
be lost, as \yell as the actual high frequency
it is desired to eliminate.

Sometimes this high -note cutting action
of the grid stopper can be utilised to good
advantage. Suppose you have a pentode
output valve, which happens to be accen-
tuating the high notes; the use of a .25-
megohm or even a .5-megohm grid leak for
the grid stopper would then be a good way
of cutting down the high notes to produce
a rounder tone from the loud -speaker.
Output Condenser Value

Some amateurs are still in doubt about
the right value for the condenser in a choke
capacity loud -speaker filter-should this
be ;: or 4 microfarads? Well, you may take
it that the larger the condenser the better
will the low notes be reproduced.

The requirement is that the condenser,
which is in series with the loud -speaker,
shall have a low impedance compared with
the impedance of the loud -speaker. As this
condenser impedance is greatest for low
frequencies, and as you may be dealing
with frequencies so low as 5o cycles, it is
clear that a large capacity will be needed
to conform with the low -impedance require-
ment.

Actually, if you are 'dealing with such
a low frequency-not many sets will amplify
down to this-a 6-microfarad condenser
would be an advantage, at least with the
average type of loud -speaker. But a gOod
compromise is 4 microfarads, or 2 micro -
farads for a set that does not handle fre-
quencies below, say, too or 15o cycles.

The above are just a few of the many
debatable circuit values found in the
average set. Perhaps you know of others- --
if so, I shall be glad to hear your views.

PERSONALITIES IN THE WEEK'S PROGRAMMES
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JEANNE DL CASALIS

THERE was. a very good show of
revue songs in " Songs from the Shows."

1 Must say I listened interestedly to them
and all the good John Watt (with his nice,
Oxford accent) had to tell me about them.

The production, as a whole, seemed to
me to be very suitable for the microphone;
it required no effort to listen to the music, -
nor was the listener expected to visualise
scenery or situations of any kind. A
distinct advantage.

With that thought in my mind ----that
I was vol expected to visualise-I found
myself yisualisingall the King's horses, and
all the King's men, very vividly. That
tune is quite the best light tune recently
written, in my opinion.

For one thing it is very well written. I
have not examined a score, but I imagine
that it would pass any test in the matter of
musicianship. We can do with some more
like it. Altogether, the "Songs from the
Shows are well worth hearing.

Did you hear the film burlesque called
arnival, or Fun on a Venetian Balcony? If

was it good? I ask because I could not
understand what it meant.-

What I did understand, and appreciate
the cleverness of, was Reginald Gardiner's
amazing imitations of various kinds of
cars. He must possess a cast-iron throat
as well as a perfect imitative faculty.
Could he be persuaded to imitate the
noises at Shanghai for a future programme?
I am sure he is capable of it.

I am no lover of syncopated songs or
syncopated anything, for that  matter;
A the same, Eddie and Rex interested me
greatly. The songs were original, and by
no means the clap -trap I have so often
heard under the dreaded description

syncopated."
. -

The little sketch French as She is Learnt
is a good example of a failure for want of
atmosphere. There were no real telling
phrases in it. To be successful, the
French construction should have been laid
on with a trowel. Those sorts of things,
which might be good fun, are not always
easy to get over.

A word to John Chariton. Sir, your
matter is excellent, but your speed is much
too fast for the microphone. I heard
precisely five of your schoolboy howlers
and guessed at a sixth which I happened to
have heard before. Go a little slower,
please.

How did you like "Hello, Europe"?
Although I detest negro spirituals, believ-
ing them to be neither negro nor spiritual,
I listened as a matter of duty. 1 was so
glad that all those funny noises that came
along with the spiritual efforts made it
impossible to hear 'what was being sung.
I waited for Mr. Mais, whom I found
charniing-as ever.

The wind instrument concert was not
too good, chiefly owing to the fact that the
intonation of the wind instruments in the
B.B.C. Orchestra is so uncertain. I doubt
if many listeners heard that concert
throughout. I listened for a while to what
the announcer called "chanson et &anise,"
by d'Indy. Of the two, I liked the chanson
better than the dawnsc.

1 was told that Maggie Teyte sang
beautifully in the symphony concert;
unfortunately I could not be at home in
time to hear her. I did hear Marcel
Dupre, however, and enjoyed his rendering
of a familiar Handel concerto. He is one
of the very few organists for whose tech-
nique I have respect.

1 listened to the Halle concert, of course;
1 hope everyone else did. The Mass of
Life is a stupendous piece of writing. I
think we should regard Delius as "the
greatest ever"-for England, that is to
say. In this instance, the Halle Chorus
and Orchestra showed what they were
made of; there were some immense
moments.

The Wireless Singers improve. I should
like them weekly. I was interested in
Armstrong Gibbs' "Fol dol do," which the
male portion of the choir sang very well.
The harmonies were so strange that they
had the peculiar effect of making the whole
thing sound slightly out  of tune. That
presented a little acoustical problem that
I was unable to solve. A very enjoyable
broadcast, though.

PERCY HARRIS'S " MASCOT "

NEXT WEEK !

A really good comedian is our Hel trete
friend, Julian Rose. His account of the
wedding ceremony and reception was
cleverly put together. I hope he will
be asked again soon.

Norman Long is another for whom I
want to ask. He amused me greatly
when he described the damsel who played
with feeling-feeling for the next note. I
know those sort of players ! May it not
be Long before Norman broadcasts again.

Mr. Farjeon praised H. G. Harrison's
concertina -playing. He said he made a
concertina sound better than he thought a
concertina could sound. I agree there,
Partly it was because he played better
music than one expects where that parti-
cular instrument is concerned. I cannot
say, though, that I admired the imitation
of bells.

It is with the profoundest respect fur
Clapham and Dwyer that I venture to say
I did not think they were quite up to their
usual brilliance. It seems a sin to grumble
at them because their excellence is so
regularly maintained. On the other hand,
if people will be so good they must expect
someone to grumble if they are-well, just
good.

-

In many ways I prefer the Sunday
symphony concerts to those relayed from
Queen's Hall on WedneSday evenings. 1
think the one devoted to English music
and relayed to the Continent was a broad-
cast of which we need not be ashamed.

I enjoyed the Ireland concerto Tartic u-
larly, but Helen Perkin must now learn
to play a new piece, surely? She has
"done that one in"-for a while, at any
rate. Delius' "Brigg Fair" was the %ery
thing to give the Continent; it is so English.

Did you hear Nothing Serious? I a is
not too thrilled, but I thought there a it,
nothing serious the matter with it.

The Tuesday -night vaudeville hail sum -
very good points, one of which teas t tft
cleverness of the imitations. especially .-
they were so varied.

Jeanne de Casalis was excellent; but in
my opinion one or two of her remarks a ere
near the line.

I should like to add a word of apprecia-
tion' of the splendid playing of Maries
Winter's Band.
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uOR less than half the cost of a factory -
built': console you can build the " Home -

lover's All -electric Three," which has three
valves working entirely from the A.C.
mains, and driving a self-contained cone
loud -speaker. The only external con-
nections are for the aerial and earth and
the mains plug, although terminals are
also provided for the connection of a
gramophone pick-up if you want to use
the set as an amplifier.

As might be expected, the three valves
of this console are arranged in the sequence
of high -frequency, detector, and power.
Such a combination meets average needs,
giving a great variety of stations at full
loud -speaker strength.

Circuit Features
There are outstanding points about

every stage of the "Home -lover's" set.
The high -frequency stage employs the
new variable -mu type of screen -grid valve,
and this provides an excellent control of
volume without introducing any distortion.

The detector valve works on the power -
grid system, handling large signal inputs
without creating distortion. The power
valve hands on to the loud -speaker, when
fully loaded, at least boo milliwatts, or
more than twice the power available with
the average battery -operated power valve.

In addition to these three valves there
is a fourth valve for converting the A.C.
into direct -current, used for the high-
tension and grid bias supplies.

The filament supply is obtained from
the mains by using indirectly -heated
valves throughout. The filaments are
heated with "raw" A.C., which is stepped
down from the supply voltage to four

FREE --EDGE CONE

MAINS
TRANSFMR.

THAT CAN BE BUILT FO
RECEIVER, MAINS UNIT,

Designed by
S. RUTHERFORD WILKINS

volts by means of a separate secondary
winding on the transformer used for the
mains rectifying valve.

Such is the circuit in its barest outline.
 A fuller explanation was given on pages

437 and 438 in last week's issue. Those
who missed this are advised to turn it up.

In  the middle
pages of the
same issue
were given con-

LOUD-SPEAKER structional de -
SUPPORT tails, so here

it will not he
necessary to do
more than out-
line the main
layout scheme.

In the console
cabinet a r e

HIGH TENSION
OUTPUT

SPECIAL
SMOOTHING
CHOKE

VALVE RECTIFIER

SAFETY MAINS PLUG AND FUSES

^,A.T0ER.0,0,0110080$20.40'.X00. -,t,

The complete mains unit with the principal features in ilcatei

fitted two distinct sections. The bottom of
the cabinet is taken up with the three -valve
set, which follows the usual baseboard and
panel idea, with simple screening and
straightforward wiring. Then in the top
part of the cabinet is fitted a shelf, on which
are mounted all the mains  components,
and also the home -assembled loud -speaker.

Simple Assembly
The unit of the loud -speaker is supported

THE ALL -ELECTRIC SET
R £7 I7s. 6d. INCLUDING
SPEAKER AND CABINET

the cabinet, or an unpleasant resonance
may be set up.

,

Of course, there is nothina° to prevent
you using a ready-made loud -speaker
chassis, such as one of the many permanent -
magnet moving -coils. There is plenty of
room in the cabinet.

So far as connections are concerned
there are three constituent parts to the
console; the set, the power supply,' and
the loud -speaker. Nothing could be sim-

57 STATIONS AT FULL LOUD -SPEAKER STRENGTH!

on a wooden batten erected at the centre
of the shelf, as is very clearly shown in
the blueprint and other drawings. Inci-
dentally, this home-made loud -speaker
gives very clear reproduction, especially of
speech, but you must take care to keep
the cone diaphragm clear of the front of

pier than the method adopted for connect-
ing these three constituents together.

Connections
Two terminals on the left-hand ter-

minal strip of the set (looking from the
back) provide connection for the loud-

speaker leads
coming down
through the
platform to the
unit.

Two flexible
wires come
from the out-
put terminals
of the mains

unit condenser to the set for the high-
tension supply; looking from the back it is
the outer terminal of the mains condenser
that forms high-tension negative, and this
goes to the right-hand side of the two fixed
condensers near the power valve.

The twisted flexible wires from the
filament circuit of the set-coming out
eventually from the power valve-go
straight to the low-tension terminals on
the mains transformer. With the mains -
switch flexible
leads are com-
pleted the in-
ter -connections
of the three
parts of the
set-simplee nough,
surely ?

It was men-
tioned last
week that the
cabinet has a

40000
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000
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Th, circuit diagram of the " Home -lover's All -electric Three" which includes the mars unit shown at the right

V

AERIAL
TUNING

AERIAL
COUPLING

"safety back." This means that when the
back of the cabinet is taken Off, the mains
are automatically disconnected from the
set. It is therefore impossible to get a
shock when examining the internals for
any- reason.

This admirable device is really very
simple, as can be seen from the illustra-
tiOns. A hole is cut in the cabinet to allow
the plugs of the safety connector to
project through far enough to fit into the
sockets of the mains -lead connector. The
only way to take off the back is therefore
to remove the mains -lead connector --
and as the sockets are insulated there is no
risk of the mains. flex shorting on to
anything, even if it is left lying on the
table during the inspection of the internals
of the set.
Operating

The only other connections are for the
aerial and earth, and, if wanted, the
gramophone pick-up. With - these in
position you can plug in-and listen !
But make quite sure first that the mains
lead to the power transformer is on the
right terminal. Provision is made for all
A.C. supplies between 200 and 250 volts,
so see that your particular supply is
connected to the -terminal that most
nearly corresponds.

There is so much inherent selectivity in
this set that you may safely use the
maximum aerial length allowed, namely
too feet. This is indeed an advantage
if you live more than co miles from a
regional station. For those living closer,
perhaps a total of 70 feet is better, so as
not to swamp the dials with the locals.

As a matter of fact there is a special

REACTION

COMBINED WAVECHANGE
AND VOLUME CONTROL

:ARY1Trin.V.A0000P.W0111WfilitliMPLMAY2V, lenSMCV,MtanteEMMIEWRS4

19:0MaeMtegeS,WMIRAMMT"

ON -OFF

GRAMO-RADIO

The use; of the controls wilt be un le/stool by reference to this picture
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uOR less than half the cost of a factory -
built': console you can build the " Home -

lover's All -electric Three," which has three
valves working entirely from the A.C.
mains, and driving a self-contained cone
loud -speaker. The only external con-
nections are for the aerial and earth and
the mains plug, although terminals are
also provided for the connection of a
gramophone pick-up if you want to use
the set as an amplifier.

As might be expected, the three valves
of this console are arranged in the sequence
of high -frequency, detector, and power.
Such a combination meets average needs,
giving a great variety of stations at full
loud -speaker strength.

Circuit Features
There are outstanding points about

every stage of the "Home -lover's" set.
The high -frequency stage employs the
new variable -mu type of screen -grid valve,
and this provides an excellent control of
volume without introducing any distortion.

The detector valve works on the power -
grid system, handling large signal inputs
without creating distortion. The power
valve hands on to the loud -speaker, when
fully loaded, at least boo milliwatts, or
more than twice the power available with
the average battery -operated power valve.

In addition to these three valves there
is a fourth valve for converting the A.C.
into direct -current, used for the high-
tension and grid bias supplies.

The filament supply is obtained from
the mains by using indirectly -heated
valves throughout. The filaments are
heated with "raw" A.C., which is stepped
down from the supply voltage to four
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volts by means of a separate secondary
winding on the transformer used for the
mains rectifying valve.

Such is the circuit in its barest outline.
 A fuller explanation was given on pages

437 and 438 in last week's issue. Those
who missed this are advised to turn it up.

In  the middle
pages of the
same issue
were given con-
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The complete mains unit with the principal features in ilcatei

fitted two distinct sections. The bottom of
the cabinet is taken up with the three -valve
set, which follows the usual baseboard and
panel idea, with simple screening and
straightforward wiring. Then in the top
part of the cabinet is fitted a shelf, on which
are mounted all the mains  components,
and also the home -assembled loud -speaker.

Simple Assembly
The unit of the loud -speaker is supported
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the cabinet, or an unpleasant resonance
may be set up.

,

Of course, there is nothina° to prevent
you using a ready-made loud -speaker
chassis, such as one of the many permanent -
magnet moving -coils. There is plenty of
room in the cabinet.

So far as connections are concerned
there are three constituent parts to the
console; the set, the power supply,' and
the loud -speaker. Nothing could be sim-
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on a wooden batten erected at the centre
of the shelf, as is very clearly shown in
the blueprint and other drawings. Inci-
dentally, this home-made loud -speaker
gives very clear reproduction, especially of
speech, but you must take care to keep
the cone diaphragm clear of the front of

pier than the method adopted for connect-
ing these three constituents together.

Connections
Two terminals on the left-hand ter-

minal strip of the set (looking from the
back) provide connection for the loud-

speaker leads
coming down
through the
platform to the
unit.

Two flexible
wires come
from the out-
put terminals
of the mains

unit condenser to the set for the high-
tension supply; looking from the back it is
the outer terminal of the mains condenser
that forms high-tension negative, and this
goes to the right-hand side of the two fixed
condensers near the power valve.

The twisted flexible wires from the
filament circuit of the set-coming out
eventually from the power valve-go
straight to the low-tension terminals on
the mains transformer. With the mains -
switch flexible
leads are com-
pleted the in-
ter -connections
of the three
parts of the
set-simplee nough,
surely ?

It was men-
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week that the
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"safety back." This means that when the
back of the cabinet is taken Off, the mains
are automatically disconnected from the
set. It is therefore impossible to get a
shock when examining the internals for
any- reason.

This admirable device is really very
simple, as can be seen from the illustra-
tiOns. A hole is cut in the cabinet to allow
the plugs of the safety connector to
project through far enough to fit into the
sockets of the mains -lead connector. The
only way to take off the back is therefore
to remove the mains -lead connector --
and as the sockets are insulated there is no
risk of the mains. flex shorting on to
anything, even if it is left lying on the
table during the inspection of the internals
of the set.
Operating

The only other connections are for the
aerial and earth, and, if wanted, the
gramophone pick-up. With - these in
position you can plug in-and listen !
But make quite sure first that the mains
lead to the power transformer is on the
right terminal. Provision is made for all
A.C. supplies between 200 and 250 volts,
so see that your particular supply is
connected to the -terminal that most
nearly corresponds.

There is so much inherent selectivity in
this set that you may safely use the
maximum aerial length allowed, namely
too feet. This is indeed an advantage
if you live more than co miles from a
regional station. For those living closer,
perhaps a total of 70 feet is better, so as
not to swamp the dials with the locals.

As a matter of fact there is a special
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"MORE ABOUT THE 'HOME -LOVER'S ALL -ELECTRIC 3'%,
control on this set to .adiust ).ouu aerial
to the best working compromise between
volume and selectivity..

You may take it that, with two tuned
circuits 1apped'in the way shown by the
circuit diagram (page 496), there is a good
measure of selectivity available. This
can be turned into " special " selectivity
to silit special conditions, such as the
reception of Muhlacker in London, while
the London Regional is working. :The
test reports certainly show von what can

THE COMPONENTS FOR
" THE ALL -ELECTRIC 3

Three-ply panel, 14 in. by 7 int (Peto-Scott,
Cameo, Clarion).

Baseboard, 14 in. by 10 in. (Peto-Scott, Cameo,
Clarion).

Sheet of aluminium foil, it in. by 19 en.
(Pete -Scott, Readi-Rad).

Two .0005-mfd. variable condensers (Polar
" No. 4," Lissen, Lotus, Telsen, Dubilier, Utility).

Two 3 -in. dials (Polar).
.0003-mfd. reaction condenser (Polar " Cent -

Pax," Listen, Lotus, Readi-Rad, Telsen, Or-
mond).

.0003-mfd. variable series aerial condenser
(Telsen, Polar, Lotus, Lissen, Reach-Raa,
Formo, Crmond).

Two screened dual -range timing coils (Lis -
son).

Combined three-point shorting switch and
25,000 -ohm variable resistance (Wearite).

Grano -radio change -over switch (Real-
Rad, Lissen, Bulgin).

Single -pole toggle switch (Bulgin, Igranie,
Claude Lyons).

Four -pin valve holder (Telsen, Lissen, Lotus,
Benjamin, Wearite, Clix, Bulgin,

Twc five -pin valve holders (Telsen, Lissen
Lotus. Benjamin, Wearite, Clix, Bulgin, Junk).

Horizontal mounting valve holder (Lissen,
W.B., limit).

Two 1-mfd fixed condensers (Lissen, T.C.C.,
Dubilier, Formo).

.2-mfd. fixed condenser (Listen, Telsen,
T.C.C., Dubilier).

Two .1 -mad. fixed condensers (Telsen, Lissen,
T.C.0 , Dubilier, Igranic).

Two .0001, one .0002, and one .001-mfd. fixed
condensers (Telsen, Lissen, T.C.0 Dubilier,
Graham-Farish, Sovereign, Ormond, Formo).

2-mfd. fixed condenser, 400 -volt D.C. work-
ing (Formo, Ferranti, Dubilier, T.C.C.).

2-mfd. fixed condenser (Listen, Telsen,
T.C.C., Dubilier, Formo, Ferranti).

.2-mfd. centre -tapped fixed condenser, 1,900
volt, A.C. test (Dubilier, type BE31L).

1-inegehm grid leak (Telsen, Lissen, Dubilier,
Sovereign, Graham-Farish).

Grid -leak holder (Readi-Rad, Listen, Telsen,
Bulgin).

High -frequency choke (Telsen, Listen, Lotus,
Lewcos, R.I.. Climax, Varley, Readi-Rad,
Wearite, Igranic, Atlas, Watniel).

High -frequency choke (Lissen, Telsen, Lotus,
Lewcos, R.I., Climax, Varley, Readi -Rad,
Wearite, Igranic, Atlas, Watmel).

Four spaghetti resistances, values 50,007,
40,000, 20,000, and 1,000 ohms (Listen, Telsen,
Lewcos, Varley, Sovereign, Graham-Farish,
Tanewell, Igranic).

One 750 -ohm spaghetti resistance (Lewcos,
Telsen, Varley, Sovereigo, Graham -Faris'',
Tunewell).

Partition screen, 10 in. by fi in. with hole for
S.C. valve (Peto-Scott, Readi-Rad, Parex).

Low -frequency transformer (Listen " Torex,"
Telsen, Lotus, R.I., Ferranti, Lotus, Lewes,
Varley, Igranic).

Mains transformer, with the following
secondary windings : 230-9-230 volts, 2-0-2
volts 1 amp., 2.0-2 volts 4 amps. (Heayberd,
Atlas, Junk, R.I.).

Smoothing choke (R.I. " Dux Audirad," Lis-
sen, Ferranti, Lotus, Atlas, Lewcos.
Igranic).

Six terminals, marked Aarial, Earth, Pick-
up (2), L.S. L.S.--, (Baling -Lee. Clix. Eelex).

Combined mains plug and fuse (Biagio).
Terminal strip, 7 in. by 2 io (Bengt, Pete -

Scott).
Two yards thin flex (Lewcoflex).
One foot single shielded flex (Lewcos).
Connecting wire and sleeving (Lewcos).
Cabinet, with chassis for loud -speaker and

mains unit (Peto-Scott).
Loud -speaker unit (Lissen four -pole balanced

armature, Telsen, Blue Spot, (Winona. Brown).
Piece of cone paper (thin 1363141 hoard hem

any art shop).

be done with a little patience-and a
knowledge of the particular function of
the several controls on the front of the set.

TO,assist you to understand the instruc-
tions now to be given on operating, we
have -prepared a special lettered photo-
graph of the controls, to which you -are
referred,

The Controls
:Altogether there are seven controls.

Too naany ? No 1 Every control is piffling
its weight. The omission of any one of
the controls on the " Home Lover's" set
would, without question, detract from
either the efficiency of operation, or from
the convenience of control, or from both.

Take the main controls first; the two
large dials at the top left and right for
tuning. True, these controls could have
been ganged, but only at greater expense
and complication of the layout. And
remember, these two dials keep "in step"
over the greater part of the tuning range.

Tunitig
This means that if you find London

Regional coming in at, say, 40 degrees
on, the right-hand tuning dial, it is long
odds_ that the setting for the left-hand
dial will be between 40 and ,j. degrees.
There is bound to be some variation on
the. aerial -tuning (left-haucl) dial, owing
to the capacity effect of the aerial system
varying over the wavelength range.

As. Mr. Percy Harris noticed iu his test,
the dials "track well -which means you
wilt -find tuning a, dcflig,htfully simple
process. -If you should be in doubt about
the accuracy of the dial settings, particu-
larly on a distant station, use the reaction
as a check.

Reaction is controlled by the knob
coming' between the two tuning dials.
As the reaction requirement is least
when the two circuits are in tune you can
readily use reaction to get the two circuits

This diagram gives the principal dimensions
of the speaker cone and baffle

into tune. Increase reaction to about half
wax, and then. when the two circuits- are
in tune oscillation will be produced.

Actually, there are so many "sign-
posts" of the ether these days, such as
our regionals and some of the foreigners.
lilLe Langenberg, Rome, Beromunster and
1 -[wizen, that there will never be much
doubt about the accuracy of the tuning.

Selectivity
For most of the 'powerful foreigners very

little reaction will be needed-so far as
signal strength is concerned. But in the
interests of selectiVity you may need to
reduce the setting of the aerial-couplinui
condenser-whicli is the knob- on the
extreme left of the set --and this wilt

(Continued on page 5ou).
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The layout and wiring diagram of the mains unit. A
full-size blueprint is available, price l'-. The layout

of the_actual receiver was given last week
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MAKE A JOB OF IT!
Convert your present set
into a RADIO -GRAM
with a Ready Radio
Cabinet and Accessories

The Radio -Gram Cabinet can be purchased by easy
payments in combination with any Kits, Accessor:es
or Equipment such as listed, below.
If you wish to purchase it with any Equipment other than
that listed, let us know your requirements and we will
quote you easy payment terms.

1932 ETHER SEARCHER RADIO -GRAM
f, .c. d.

Kit with Valves and Radio -gram Cabinet... ... ... ... 12 6 6
W.B. type PM3 Speaker and Transformer ... 2 12 6
Collard type B30 Double Spring Motor ... ... 1 13 0
Rcadirad Pick-up ... ... ... , ... 1 7 6
Readirad Volume Control 9

£18 5 3

Or £2-0.0 down and 11 monthly payments of 33/6

" W.M." ECONOMY RADIO -GRAM
/. r.

Kit with Valves and Radio -gram Cabinet ... 10 2 6
R. & A. type 40 Loud -speaker chassis ... ... 16 6
Collard B30 Gramophone Motor ... ... 1 13 0
Readirad Pick-up ... 1 7 6
Readirad Volume Control ... 5 9

£14 5 3

Or £1,15-0 down and 11 monthly payments of £1-6-0

TO INLAND CUSTOMERS.-Your goods are dispatched post free
or carriage paid:
TO OVERSEAS CUSTOMERS.-Everything Radio can be sup-
plied against cash. In case of doubt regarding the value of your
order, a deposit of one-third of the approximate value will be ac-
cepted and the balance collected by our Agent upon delivery of the
goods. All goods are very carefully packed for export and insured,
all charge forward.

HEAD OFFICES:
Eastnor HoUse, Blackheath, S.E.3

'Phone: Lea. Green, 5678
'Grams:,R?adirad, Blackcil

CASH or C.O.D
ORDER FORM.

Ready Radio Radio -Gram Cabinet
With this beautiful cabinet you can convert your present set to a Radio -gram
of the most modern and artistic design. This cabinet is of highly polished
walnut with lift up lid. automatic support and a needle cup. Overall size
3 ft. 3 in. x 22 in. x 17 in. Suitable for any receiver having a panel not ex-
ceeding 12 in. x 7 in. and a baseboard 16 in. x 10 in.

Price £3 7s. 6d.
Or deposit of 15, and 6 monthly payments of 10

Eilj
SHOWROOMS:

159 Borough High Street,
London Bridge, S.E.1

'Phone: Hop 300)

To: Ready Radio, Ltd.
Eastnor House,

Blackheath, S.E.3.

Please dispatch to me at once thei:ollowing goods

.11a) I enclose (Cross outline
for which t(b) 1 will pay on delivery} not applicable)

NAME

ADDRESS

A.W. 5/3/32

To: Ready Radio Ltd.,
Eastnor House,

Blackheath, S.E.3.

EASY PAYMENT
ORDER FORM

Please dispatch to me the following goods

for which I enclose first deposit of E
NAME

ADDRESS

A.W. 5/3/32 I

To Ensure Speedy Delivery, Mention "A.W." to Advertisers
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THE HON. SEC. OF C. AND G. COLLEGE RADIO SOCIETY
TESTS - THE HOME -LOVER'S ALL -ELECTRIC 3 "

IHAVE no hesitation whatever in stating
that this receiver is, from all points of

view, outstandingly good. Having been
told in advance of its extremely low cost,
a good average performance was expected,
but from the outset of the tests it was
obvious that results were far su-
perior to those given by three -
valve A.C. receivers costing double
the amount.

Preliminary trials were carried out in
Southend at Sunday lunch time. five sta-
tions bent., well received on the long -wave
band. including Radio Paris, Huizen, and
Eiffel Tower; tuning through the whole
range with the receiver oscillating showed
these to be the only stations working. On
the medium -wave baud, five stations were
again received, all at fair loud -speaker
v.trength, Hilversum being especially good.
Incidentally, the receiver passed cwhat
I consider to be the conclusive test of a
"distance -getter" with flying colours,
namely, daylight reception at good loud-
speaker strength of Langenbergha my own
district (some thirty-five miles east of
London), on a very moderate aerial.

Between 6.15 and 7 p.m., a rather more
extended trial was made. First on the long
waves, nine stations were found to be
working, and of these eight were received
at good loud -speaker strength, one or two- 

Radio Paris in particular-needing drastic
use of the volume control.

On the medium waveband, forty-one
stations were received in little over half
an hour, most of them being really worth
while from the point of view of signal
strength: a very good "bag" indeed, in
view of known local conditions and the
early hour. Outstandingly good stations
were Gloiwitz, Wilno, Leipzig, Turin
(received with but a trace of Heilsberg),
Heilsberg, Hilversum, Brussels No. 2,
Strasbourg, Graz, Mfililacker, Hamburg,
Radio Paris, Softens, Rome, Beromuenster,
Langenbem, and Prague. Sensitivity
proved to be well maintained right to the
top end of the band.

Miihlacker and London
While nearly all tests had been carried

out with the selectivity control half in,
some additional check of selectivity was
made tater in the evening when the British
stations were working, making full use of
this control. No trouble was experienced
oti London National from Leipzig, while
with care North National could be received
clear of the far louder Hilversum trans-
mission. Midland Regional and North
Regional were also received practically
clear of interference, and as a crowning feat
MilMacker was tuned in with London

Regional working, the latter causing -
very little interference.

Altogether durino.° the evening, of which
only part was spent in searching, forty-nine
stations were logged on the medium -wave
band, including five British stations and.
two Spanish heard during a last twirl of the
knobs late at night. On the long waves,
eight stations were logged.

'Throughout, control was found to be
extremely easy and pleasant, while the
smoothness of rotation of all control knobs
gave a plain hint of the care taken in choice
of components. Reaction control was
unusually smooth, while the volume control
(used very extensively, in spite of the
modest number of valves) gave even varia-
tion from zero to maximum without intro-
duction of change of tuning or instability.

To sum up, the receiver is thoroughly
sound technically. In spite of the unusually
low cost, not only has nothing essential
been omitted, but the most modern de-
velopments have been effectively in-
corporated. Complete freedom from hum
and good quality, extreme selectivity, and
unusually good distance getting properties
with easy control, are all outstanding
features.
G. P. BRITTON, A.C.G.L, B.Sc. (Eng...).

(Hon. Sec. C. & G. (Eng.) College Radio
Society).

 ******* elreiVell.g.S.1.1 ******** 111..0411.-0.4.10.8401.11.11! S
CONTROLLING AT THE N.B.C.

American control -room practice differs from ours and here
engineers are seen at one of the switchboards in the
National Broadcasting Company's main control room in

Fifth Avenue

'MORE ABOUT THE
HOME -LOVER'S

ALLELECTRIC THREE"
(Continued from page 498)

reduce signal strength. It
can be made good with the
reaction, which works very
smoothly.

One of the most useful
controls on the set has not
been mentioned yet --the
volume control, worked by
the knob just a little to the
right of the aerial -coupling
control. As mentioned last
week, volume and wave -
changing have been com-
bined in a dual control.
This is simple enough, for a
coupler provides a mechan-
ical link for the push-pull
coil switch and variable
resistance, while keeping
these two components
electrically insulated.

You have to pull out this
knob for medium waves,
thus shorting the long -wave
portion of both tuning coils,
and push in for long waves,
thus bringing the long -
wave windings in series
with the medium -wave
windings. The wavelength
position of this switch is
-immaterial to the working
of the variable resistance
giving the volume control.

You will very quickly
find that the maximum
strength is obtained when
t h e volume - cum - wave

change knob is turned to the fullest extent.
A full' list of suitable valves is given

below. The valves used in testing the
set were Marconi and Osram V.M.S.4,
Mullard 354.V, Io4V and D.W.2. The
biasing resistances in the set are designed
for these valves and many need altering if
valves withelifferent characteristics are used.

If you use a pick-up-and few sets
so far described are more suitable for this
fitting remember that an external vol-
tune control will be needed, unless the
output of the pick-up is known to be
very small.

VALVES TO USE
Make Foriable-

mg Detector Power le,r1 i 1 Oo

Mallard 11.114, 54V41 104V Ds.V t:

Marconi )
VMS I i11151 ML4 I- I o

Osram i
(Visor

tiix-Sixf y

MVSG

411MAC

41)1111,

46FAC

41MI'

1PAt

woRt

W V4'2

Mak I g .- MAIL ACC V 4,4:0,2:4,

I riot con - ASS V54 CA"14

Tang,ram - A111/00 -- CV 175

.1;sen Mar, - ri tt

Tests have been n ade with the II.M.V
playirg desk, which consists of an electric
motor, pick-up and volume control. With
this the "Home Lover's" set has repro-
duced records with admirable realism.

This set does, in fact, form a very sags
factory nucleus for a radio -gramophone.
So look out for early details of the " flome-
lover 's All -electric Radio -gramophone'
it wilt be worth waiting for. ,
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Exclusively Specified frthe Home Lovers 3
NEW

iSSEK
DUAL RANGE

SHIELDED COIL
COMPLETELY
SHIELDED

NO LONG-WAVE7BREAK-1111ROUGH

LOW
DAMPING

ABSOLUTELY
INTERCHANGEABLE

LABORATORY MATCHED

FOR GANGING-

" The newest thing in Shielded Coils "
-the last word in dual -range coil
efficiency-the coil chosen by " Ama-
teur Wireless" for their star all -
electric set, the " Home -Lover's 3 "-
the new Lissen Dual Range Shielded
Coil.

Lissen have embodied all the special.'
ised experience of the Lissen labora-
tories in the new Lissen Shielded Coil
-the high efficiency, the low screen
losses, the even reaction over both
wave bands, exact matching, absence
of inductance variations owing to
temperature, humidity or tune-all
these points have been observed as
Lissen have learnt to observe them in
making commercial receivers. The
result is a coil setting an entirely new
standard of efficiency for home
constructors-a coil which will be
made the basis for many fine set
designs in the future-a coil which is
so universally useful that every
constructor must have it.

No longer is it necessary to buy new
coils for every new set you build.
Here are coils which you can use as
aerial tuning coils, as tuned anode
coils, as tuned grid coils-they ale all
laboratory matched if you want to
use them for band-pass tuning. The
selectivity is of the very highest order
and "break through " on the long -
wave band has been almost entirely
eliminated. Shielding is particularly
complete with shielding cover and
shielding disc supplied. Full diagrams
are enclosed with every ccil, together
with instructions for the use of the
new coil in many
different ways.
PRICE, COMPLETE
WITH SHIELD, each

IA NEW ASIS FOR
11932 SETBUILDING

Also Specified for.
Home Lovers 3

eal!
TO REX

TRANSFORMER

This Lissen Torex Trans-
former makes a big cut in the
cost of any set without
sacrifice of quality. It is a
high-grade silicon steel core
transformer, giving remark-
ably even amplification over
the whole band of audible
frequencies. A neat, compact
component; its moulded
bakelite case is hermeti-
cally sealed and com-
pletely insulates the
windings. Proof
against

moisture. PRICE
leakage, 0 r

disc UM; type
H . F. CHOKE

A disc -type H.F. Choke of
mistanding merit m very
compact form. Will operate
perfectly in any capacity
reactien circuit wherever an
H.F. choke is spec.fiel.
Suitable for both Long and
medium wavelengths. Will
give perfect results in re-
ceivers employing
dual.wave coils. -

PRICE

LISSEN LIMITED . WORPLE ROAD . ISLEWORTH . MIDDLESEX
You will Help Yourself and Help Us By Mentioning " A. W." to Advertisers
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THE HOW AND WHY OF TUNING,-XXV

WHY MODERN TUNING CIRCUITS ARE SHIELDED
4' Hotspot," in this his twenty-fifth article of a comprehensive series on tuning, explains in simple

language the reasons for employing shielding arrangements in modern receivers
NO account of the "how and why"

of tuning would be complete without
some reference to shielding, because in
all but the very simplest of tuning cir-
cuits, shielding, either complete or partial,
is now universally practised by radio set
designers.

So let us discuss this question of shielding.
We are, fortunately, at a stage in the
series where a broad view can be taken of
shielding, for we have now dealt with
both kinds of tuning circuits-aerial
tuning and intervalve tuning.

Shielding .must be considered, though
not necessarily adOpted, whenever there
is more than one tuning circuit. For as
readers must already know, a coil, and for

amplification. It is to prevent these
troubles that shielding is introduced.

What we shield is the magnetic field of
one coil from another. That is the main
function of shielding, but it also helps in
other directions.

Let us get clear about the "mechanics"
of shielding. A shield may consist of almost
any material that is a good conductor of
electricity. Shields are usually made of
copper, aluminium, or brass sheet. You
might at first think that an insulating
material would be better stuff for shielding,
but that thought is quickly abandoned
when you know what a shield actually
does.

Well, what does it do? The answer is
this : the shield, when
placed in an electric
field, as near a coil,
prevents the further
progress of the lines
of force emanating
from the coil.

The shield does
this by using up the
energy of the lines of
force in the creation
of minute electric
currents within itself.
These are known as
eddy currents, and
they represent the
energy dissipated in
the shield by the
lines of force of the
electric field imping-
ing upon it.

As the shield is
earthed, these eddy currents go straight
to earth, and so the shield acts as a drain
for unwanted couplings. Right now you
should appreciate that shielding involves
loss of energy, for the simple reason that
the only way to prevent the lines of force
making unwanted couplings with near -by
apparatus is to convert the lines of force
into eddy currents-and the eddy currents
comprise so much wasted energy.

SCREENING PARTITION

INTER -
VALVE
TUNING

AERIAL
TUNING

S.G. VALVE

METALLISED BASEBOARD

Simple screening used to shield two tuning circuits from each other

that matter a tuning condenser also, has
what is called an electric field around it
whenever a wireless signal is being handled.
This electric field consists of lines of force.

Fields of Force
It -so happens that the higher the fre-

quency of the current flowing through the
coil the greater is the field of force, and
the greater the sphere of influence of the
field on near -by objects. Every part of
the wireless set carrying a wireless signal
must create a field of force, and often this
is quite considerable, since the signal is
an oscillation of very high frequency.

Sometimes this effect is utilised to link
together two coils, and when the lines of
force of one coil cut the turns of another
coil, as explained last week, these coils
are said to be coupled. Energy flowing
in one coil will then he transferred to the
other.

This coupling is, of course, an advantage
when using a coupled tuning circuit, where
two tuning systems are linked together, as
in some form of band-pass tuning, and in
loose -coupled aerial -tuning circuits.

But there are many other conditions
where coupling of any sort will destroy
the selectivity of the set, and will often
cause great instability in the high -frequency

Effective Shielding
If the shield does not produce eddy

currents it cannot be acting as an efficient
shield. And as soon as it does produce
eddy currents it is wasting energy I

What we have to decide in considering
the application of shielding to the tuning
circuits of the set is how far shielding will
improve stability and selectivity. If
shielding will not appreciably improve
either, the inevitable losses arising from
its application are obviously not justified.

Because of this, simple sets with, say,
one stage of high -frequency amplification,
with the amplifier valve coming between
two tuning circuits whose fields it is
desired to keep separate, often as not
employ partial screening, which has the
effect of keeping the set stable without

greatly diminishing the overall high -
frequency amplification.

Such an application of the principle of
shielding is shown by the. accompanying
pictorial diagram. Here the need is to shield
the two tuning coils and condensers from
each other, so that the couplinu° between
the anode tuning and the grid or aerial
tuning is  reduced to a minimum, to
ensure that "feed -back" and instability
generally are prevented.

The first step is to arrange the screen -
grid valve in a horizontal position, so that
the screen internally fitted between its
grid and anode can be continued extern-
ally, thus making a complete shield between
the grid circuit and the anode circuit.

Practical Arrangements
Such a shield can readily be made witE

a vertical sheet of aluminium or copper,
which need not be 'more than .or -inch
thick. A hole should be cut in this shield,
so that the screen -grid valve can be
slipped into it, care being taken that the
external shield is in line with the internal
screening grid or shield.

Another point-see that the bulb of the
valve completely clears the shield, for if
it is a metal -coated A.C.-mains valve
it is essential that this metal coating should
be kept out of contact with the earthed 
metal shield. The rest of the shielding
consists of a layer of good -quality tin -foil,
or better still, copper foil, tacked to the
baseboard, and the thicker the better.
Usually there is no need to provide any
further screening between the tuning
circuits.

Of course, such shielding is not complete,
and in the arrangement shown there would
undoubtedly be some interaction. But it
would not be enough to cause instability.
In fact, some designers count on a certain
amount of interaction to make the set
" lively."

An advantage of the baseboard screen, in
addition to its main object of absorbing
stray electric fields, is that component
terminals that go to earth can often be
made much shorter, by taking a lead from
the terminal to the near -by earthed screen.

The relative positions of the tuning coils
have a considerable bearing on the question
of interaction, particularly if the coils are
fairly close together. In general, it is the
practice to mount the coils so that their
axes are at right angles. But this rule
does not necessarily apply when shielding is
introduced. In fact, it is quite possible for
two coils so placed for minimum coupling
to interact solely on account of the inter-
position of a shield 1

What happens is that the electric fields
are displaced by the' intervening screen,
and the new paths taken by the stray lines
of force may easily act as links between the
two circuits, thus setting up coupling that
the shield was intended to remove.

(Continued on page 504)
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All the VOIUME you want

from 2 an dive sets!

The Lissen Detector
Valve-H.L.210-
livens up your tuning,
gives you extra range,
greater sensitivity. It
is so responsive that it
brings the foreign sta-
tions in like magic.

Not only this, but it
passes a crisper, more
powerful signal on to
the L.F. stage of your
receiver, and you get
louder, clearer radio
altogether.
Ask for
Lissen
H.L. 210.
Price ...

IIIE POWER
PENTODE
The Lissen Power Pen-
tode Valve-P.T.225-
converts any set with
one stage of L.F. am-
plification into a fine,
full -volume " Pentode -
output " receiver.
This valve puts new
power into your loud-
speaker, and new bril-
liance of tone, too.
Use it instead of a
power valve and at
once you get an
amazing step-up in
volume. Where before
you got a whisper,
now you get a torrent
of pure sound. And
it takes no more current
than the power valve
it replaces-its H.T.
consumption is only
7 in. A.
Ask
Lissen
P.T. 225.
Price ...

Put these two valves into any two -valve set,
or any set with one stage of L.F. amplification,
and you will be amazed at  the results you
get, the mighty loud -speaker volume you
enjoy, the distance -searching you can do.
Ask for Lissen Valves and insist that no others
will do.

Other Types and Prices
H210 ... 5/6
L210 ... 5/6
P220 ... 7/3
PX240 8'-
S.G.215 ... 1216

Four- and six -volt
types also available

LISSEN LIMITED,
WORPLE ROAD,
ISLEWORTH,
MIDDLESEX

A BRILLIANT BRITISH BEST
You will Help Yourself and Help Us by Mentioning "A.W." to Adoer:isers
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A weekly review of new components and tests of apparatus conducted by J. H. Reyner, B.Sc., A.111.1.E.E.

New Ferranti Transformer
FERRANTI low -frequency transformers

I.' are amongst the best known on the
market, and it was thus with considerable
interest that we received for test one of
the new AFio models. This trans-
former has been designed with the idea
of producing a component at a popular
price figure, having at the same time a
good performance characteristic.

A low-priced Ferranti transformer-the
new AFIO

The transformer is housed in a moulded
hakelite casing shaped to the windings
and core, and extended at the bottom to
form a base for the terminals. The
windings are located side by side on the
central arm of the laminated core.

The transformer was tested by wiring
it in to a normal amplifying circuit and
measuring the overall amplification ob-
tained. The valve employed was an
L2 10 type, the steady anode current
being 2 milliamperes. The amplification
factor of the valve was 15.6.

The results obtained are reproduced on
the curve accompanying this report. It
will be seen that the amplification rises
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Characteristic curve of the Ferranti AF10

rapidly up to 256 cycles and more slowly
up to 4,000 cycles. This rising charac-
teristic is interesting, and enables some

degree of tone correction to be obtained,
thus automatically compensating for the
attenuation of the higher audio frequencies
brought about in the tuning circuits of the
receiver. The inductance of the primary
winding of the transformer was approxi-
mately 34 henries with no direct current,
and 20 henries with 5 milliamperes direct
current. These last figures were obtained
with .25 milliampere A.C. superimposed
on the direct current.

The transformer retails at 5/6, which is
very good value; it can be recommended.

Leclanche-type H.T. Battery
rr HERE are still a great number of

.I. people who are unfortunate enough
to be without an electric supply to their
houses, and who have no great prospect
of Obtaining such in the near future. The
problem of adequate high-tension supply
to their receivers is a very real one, especi-
ally if the current demand is high.

We received for test some time ao-o a
sample cell of a wet Leclanche-type,
tension battery, manufactured by Scottish
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Discharge curve of a Leclanch6-type H.T.
cell by Scottish Batteries

Batteries, of Braeside, Uphill Station,
West Lothian. This type of battery is
apt to be bulky as a comparatively large
cell is used as the unit, but the capacity
is correspondingly high, and it offers a
solution to the problem of high-tension
supply which is well worth consideration.

The cell consists of glass containers
measuring 2 in. square by 41/2 in. high,
into which is placed the electrode system
and the electrolyte. This system is in
two main parts, the centre or rack con-
taining the positive' electrode and depolar-
ising agents, and around this a sheet of
zinc. The electrolyte is prevented from
creeping by' a cork and a layer of hard
grease around the top of the container.

The particular cell tested is known as
the Standard No. 4, and we found it very
satisfactory in practice. An intermittent

discharge test was applied, the initial
discharge current being 21 milliamperes.
The internal resistance of the cell was
also measured at various . points in the
discharge period. The results are plotted
on the accompanying curve, and it will
be seen that the voltage falls slowly over
the whole discharge period. The internal
resistance, however, is very low for the
first two hundred hours, then rising
sharply for a further period of about
a hundred hours, after which it increases
much more slowly. Even at this higher
value the resistance is not excessive and
should cause no trouble in actual use.
The initial voltage of the cell, as can be
seen from the accompanying curve, was
approximately r ,_volts, so that an
initial batch of a hundred cells would give
approximately 15o volts, which would
still be giving in the neighbourhood of
8o volts at the end of 50D hours life-a
very good performance.

" WHY MODERN TUNING
CIRCUITS ARE SHIELDED"

(Continued from page 502)
A small shield is almoSt useless, and even

with coils having restricted fields, the
screening partition of an arrangement such
as that shown by Fig. r needs to be as 'large
as the baseboard is wide, and as the panel
is high.

As mentioned, the best material for a
shield is a good conductor of electricity, and
the best is copper. As this is rather expen-
sive, aluminium is usually used, and this
has a sufficiently low resistance to enable
the maximum eddy currents to be set up,
so providing the maximum shielding effect.
 When we come to more elaborate sets,

using two or more stages of high -frequency
amplification, or sets with band-pass aerial
tuning involving screen coils and an exter-
nal link coil and capacity coupling, the
partical shielding of the arrangement shown
is not enough.

We then have to resort to complete
inter -stage shielding, and thiS I will deal
with in next week's article.

HOTSPOT.

Evelyn Gibb and James Johnston are
the soloists in a programme of comedy and
light opera which will be broadcast from
Belfast on March 8.

An orchestral concert in co-operation
with the Belfast City Y.M.C.A., will be
relayed from the Wellington Hall, Belfast,
on March 2:

A programme of Japanese music, "From
the Land of the Cherry Blossom," will be
given by the Western Studio Orchestra on
March 15.
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Whichever
way you look
at it Y 0 U
CANNOT
B UY A
B ETTER

TRANSFORMER

Than

503

The New
LEWCOS

REGD.

LF. TRANSFORMER
Ref. L.F.T.6

Price 10t

SPAGHETTI RESISTANCE
750 ohms, Price 9d.
is specified for the

Home -lover's
All -electric 3

described in this
issue

LEWCOS RADIO PRODUCTS FOR BETTER RECEPTION
THE LONDON ELECTRIC WIRE COMPANY- .N.ND LIMITED

CHURCH RO \D LE VTON LONDON, EP./

Ormateur WtrelT

YOU CAN PAY
TWICE AS MUCH

T 1 1.r:
.0001, .001Y2, .110,13

8d. each
.04)01 mid. 9d. each

TYPE 070
.0001, .00432, .0003 mid

3-.01
.0003, .001, .002 mid.

1 3 each
A07 and .04:0

1 leach
TYPES lilt) and 071

ron 1 3 !,. 7

-BUT YOU WON'T GET
BETTER CONDENSERS
Never before in the history of radio have there
been such consistently efficient and reliable
condensers at so low a price.
Built up to a standard --the Dubilier standard
--only enormous production has enabled the
price to be pared to this minimum. Light in
weight but robust in construction, the Dubilier
moulded mica condensers types 665 and 670
are used by leading set manufacturers and
designers. You can't do better than follow
this lead. Build with Dubilier.

UBILIE
CONDENSER CO. (1925) LTD.,

Ducon Works, Vittoria Road, N. Acton, London, W.3.

Don't Forget to Say That You Saw it in "A.W."
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About Oscillation

THE results to be obtained from some
sets depends considerably upon the

reaction circuit. This, by the way, is true
of many sets having a screen -grid stage.

It is, therefore, necessary to arrange the
reaction circuit in order that the reaction
shall be as smooth as possible. For the best
results the circuit must be capable of
oscillating very gently and it is essential
that there shall be no back lash. That is,
the circuit must just stop oscillating, when
reducing the reaction, with the control in
the exact position where the circuit was
just about to oscillate when increasing
reaction.

If the valve is poorly adjusted and the
reaction circuit is not just right, good
results will not be obtained. A bakelite

dielectric reaction condenser is not always
satisfactory.

Sometimes the grid leak must be taken
from the grid to a point upon a potentio-
meter joined across the filament battery.
A lot of time can be spent in making the
reaction circuit right and the improvement
in the results is worth having, for it is
certain that a station may be heard well
with a set having good reaction and hardly
at all when the reaction circuit is poor.

H.T. Eliminator Output
The output voltage of some mains units

varies considerably with the current. As a
consequence, the voltage from a tapping
intended, for example, to be taken to a
screen -grid valve may be much higher than
the normal value.

In a particular case I -noticed that the
voltage of the screen -grid tap was about
65 when the eliminator was giving a total
of 25 milliamperes and the output voltage
of the power tapping was 120, being just
right. When the total current was only
15 milliamperes, however, the voltages
were much higher, being 85 for the screen -
grid circuit. The result is that some sets
Nvould be unstable.

In mains units having fixed tappings the
user must arrange for the voltages to be
brought down if necessary. Usually a
bigger power valve will have the desired
effect of increasing the load and reducing
the pressure, but if this is not a desirable
change a resistance can be connected
between the power output tap and the
negative.

CLICK!

The " WEARITE "
D.P.D.T. SWITCH

NOTE THE INDICATOR WINDOW ON KNOB
These switches are now fitted with terminals and are c,,nri.;
with window knob, dial and bracket-and are "one -hole"

Price
No. I.2t r -way D.P.D.T. 3;3 No. I.24 4 -way D.P.D.T. 4 6
No. 1.22 2 >, 316 No. 125 5 PP 5 3
No. I.23 3 4/- No. 1.2,, 6 // n 6.3
The .follorsing indicating discs are available-either black lettering on
white, or white lett:ring on black, " Rad-off-Gram," "L -off -S,"

"Off -On," and also blank white for own marking.

AND REMEMBER-A GOOD EARTH ALWAYS

)411)11,0014uums.
-

NO SPANNER
NO SCREWDRIN Price 3/6 complete

YOU HEAR-FEEL and KNOW that
contact has been made-good and hard

THERE is nothing half-hearted about these "Wearite" Switches
-positive contact every time-clean make and break. That is

because each type is a thoroughly scientific job-designed and built
by switch specialists of unequalled experience. And that is why
leading set designers and makers always specify "Wearite."
Whatever the switching problem there is a "Wearite" Switch to
do the job-and do it perfectly.

THE FIRST NAME IN
RADIO COMPONENTS

WEARIT
COMPOIVIWTS

WRIGHT & WEAIRE LTD.
740 High Road, Tottenham, N.I 7

Telephone: Tottenham, 3847,8 9009
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THE NEW AF1O
TRANSFORMER

RATIO 1:3

FERRANTI LTD.

A SURPRISE PACKET FROM

FE

Head Office and Works: HOLLINWOOD, Lancs.

NTI
A welcome surprise from Ferranti. Just
what the Radio world has been hoping and
waiting for. A transformer in the very
low price class that is really good. Good
inside and out. Good from the core to the
performance curve.

The name Ferranti is of world-wide repute
wherever L.F. Transformers are known.
The famous AF5 gives a performance which
has never yet been surpassed.

You can be certain it's good if it's Ferranti,
because Ferranti would not run the risk
of damaging their great reputation by
releasing. a product that is not as good as
it can be made for the money.

The new AF 10 is NOT the AF5, but it
bids fair to dominate the low -price class
just as the AF5 dominates the quality class.

LONDON: Bush House, Aldwych, W.C.2

The designers of R. & A. Reproducers might
have used the customary phrase and styled their
products " loud speakers "-they elected, how-
ever, to designate them " Reproducers."

Any radio apparatus designed to convert electrical
impulses into air vibrations of sufficient intensity
to produce a volume of sound can claim to be
termed a " loud speaker."

A " loud speaker " is not necessarily a Reproducer
in the true sense of the word. On the other
hand, a Reproducer is essentially more than a
" loud speaker." Its function is to faithfully
reproduce the original performance, be it speech
or music. If it does so, it fulfils its purpose and
worthily justifies its existence.

The R. & A. " 100 " is a Permanent Magnet Moving
Coil Reproducer which, given an undistorted
input, reproduces speech and music with purity
and truth. A Leaflet fully describing it will
gladly be sent post free on request. All worth-
while Radio dealers can supply R. & A. Reproducers.

p19he

"100"
PERMANENT MAGNET

MOVING COIL
REPRODUCER

REPRODUCERS & AMPLIFIERS LTD.
FREDERICK STREET, WOLVERHAMPTON

Mention of "Amateur Wireless" to Advertisers will Ensure Prompt Attention
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THE WORLD AT YOUR ELBOW
Some further notes on short-wave reception

By JAY COOTS

BEFORE we explore the short-wave
band below, say, 40 metres, there are

two transmissions which you must do
your utmost to log at the first opportunity.
If you take your reading of Eindhoven
(Holland), relaying the Hilversum pro-
gramme, in its immediate vicinity you
should search for a broadcast from Kenya
Colony on 49.5 metres. The call, of course,
is in English : "This is ILO, the Nairobi
station of .the East. African Broadcasting
Company." Between 4.30 and 7 p.m.
daily is the time you should choose, as
at 7.3o p.m., as a rule, the, station closes
down with a cheery "Good night, every-
body" and plays "God save the King."
On sonic days you may find Nairobi
carrying out a relay of, the London pro-
grammes through G5SW, and occasionally
special transmissions are made at 8 a.m.
on Tuesdays or at r p.m. Thursdays ;
they' are not a regular feature.

Whether you will tune in ZTJ ( Johannes-
burg) on 49.4 metres between 3.30 and
8.3o p.m. is a moot point, but it would be
wise to make a note of its likely position
on your condenser scale. In any case, on
almost any night you should succeed in
getting good reception of W3XAL, a
t2 -kilowatt relay on 49.18 metres of the
WJZ (Boundbrook), \VEAF (New York),
and other studios in the N.B.C. network.
Try at any time between 6.3o and I 145

p.m. or between 4 and 6 a,m. (Fridays
excepted) or, again, on Sundays between

and 7.30 p.m. At present the best
period is between 9.30 and it p.m. GALT.;
at a later hodr the transmission suffers
from fading effects. The interval signal
consists of three notes (similar to those
struck on a xylophone) and may be com-
pared in style, but not in tone, to that of
Milhlacker (Stuttgart). Bear in mind
that if a call including the letter Z is

given, suCh as \VBZ, WJZ ,or WBZA,
the letter will be pronounced Zee.

Chelmsford
May I take it that you have already

picked up G5S\V (Chelmsford) on: 25.53
metres, an easily recognisable' station, as
it relays the London National or Regional
programmes every week -day from i2:zo
to 1.3o p.m. and from 6.45 p.m. until
midnight? If so, we have here a valuable
landmark for more distant transmissions.
Just above you may seek tests on 2.5.6
metres which are taking place on most
nights between Caracas, Benezuela, and
Nauen (Germany), and immediately below
Chelmsford, dli 25.5 metres, XDA (Chapul-
tepee, Mexico), transmitting in English
and Spanish between 8 and 9.3o p.m.,
-and on some nights to a later hour.
Within a hair's breadth of this reading
(on 25.465 metres) on Fridays between
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3.30 and 4 p.m.. you should pick up the
experimental channel of Chi-FIoa (Saigon):
on other clays the regular transmissions
from Indo-China are made on 49.05 metres,
to which I have already referred. Prato
Smeraldo (2R0) on 25.4o metres is not
on the air every night; but fairly regularly
on Saturdays and Sundays, when a relay
of an operatic perfOrmanee is taken from
Rome or Naples. It is a powerful station,
and its call should be noted :
Radio Rwila-Napoti.-

Still descending the scale, we should
strike, on 25.24 metres, W9XAA, acting
as agent to WCEL (Chicago), 309 metres.
another station in the N.B.C. network,
and from which we may hear the WE AE
(New York) call. Then a slight movement
of the dial on favourable nights will tune
in W8N.K on 25.24 metres, taking the
KDKA (East Pittsburgh) broadcasts, also
linked up with WJZ (Boundbrook). This
transmitter is in action from 5 p.m. until
3 a.m.

In the immediate neighbourhood -

namely, 25.20 metres --during the after-
noon (4.30 to 7.30 p.m.) you cannot fail
to secure a French call : Poste Colon-
ial." -It is the Pontoise transmitter on
the french P.T.T. State network, and of
which the ,main studio is situated in Paris.
I should add that the station works on
three, distinct wavelengths, -namely,
19.68, 25.20, and 25.63 metres --at different
times of the day. From r. to 4 p.m. the
lowest channel is used "; from .1.30 to 7.3(1
p.m. on 25.20 metres, as stated above,
and from 9 p.m. until midnight, and eerie
sometimes later, on -'-25,63 -metres.

(Continued on page 5tc.

ooKott
ALL -WAVE TUNER - Specified for

TEN SWOON IWO'

Wireless World illustration shows " A ni okoil "
tuner with variable reaction coil alld
switch, complete for 12!6.

TRADE SUPPLIED
For Terms see advertisements in the Wircie. 7

and The Broadcaster, February 27.

the

An inexpensive yet highly efficient receiver
with an exceptionally wide range of tuning.

This is the result of incorporating the " Autokoil."
Amateur Iliale8s original test report on the

"Autokoil," said
"Six' Miles from Brookmans Park it was

possible to separate the two stations. . .

"The wave range covered was from below
200 to abort. 2,000."

s NIPLEFIES CONSTRUCTION AND OPERATION

BRITISH MADE TIIROUCII0eT
Ellt" AUTOE1.01L PFLLV CUARANTEED

Descri-ptiyc Leaflet and a Free Circuit sent on receipt of
stamped addressed envelope.

Sole Distributors: -

A. W. HAMS!. !NG & CO.
104, HIGH HOLBORN, LONDON, W.C.1

THERE IS NO SUBSTITUTE FOR THE " AUTOKOIL "

r

Panel . I. i lirco1
Baseboard
.0005 condenser. Lotus ...
AUTOKOIL- All -wave Tuner, Hambling
Filament switch, Readi rad ...
Two 4 -pin valve holders. Telseii
L,F. transformer. Lissen " Torex "
.0002. fLxed condenser with clip. Dubilier
.002 fired condenser, DO-411er ...
2-mcg. grid leak, Dubilier
G.B. battery clip
Two terminal blocks, Sovereign... 1 4
Four terminals, marked, Belling -Lee ... 1 0
Five wander plugs. marked, Belling -Lee 10
Two spade terminals, marked. Felling-

liee 4
Ilex, wire, siceving 2 0

GUARANTEED KIT of parts.

3 10
1 6
3 6

12 6
1 9
1 0
5 6
1 8
2 8
1 9

6

CA SI1 PRICE U 1 0

CLARION Cabinet Specified
has and batteries

" 40TOKOIL " only, 12 6.
KIT Terms.-Carehege paid ors all retail oed

C.O.D. charges relid oct orders seer it.

146eatra

-1131111111111881
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BUILDING
CONDENSERS
TO A STANDARD

T.C.C. MAKE SURE
OF A PERFECT
PRODUCTION
EVERY TIME ...

Illustrated is a .0003 mfd.
flat type mica condenser,
price 1/3, other values from
.0001 to .01 mfd.

PAPER, mica, foil, cases . . all 0 K.! then for assembly.
Operation one .. .. TEST ! Operation two .. .. TEST !
operation three .. .. TEST ! and so on. That is how T.0 C.

condensers are built, checked stage -by -stage until the final test
for capacity, insulation and mechanical strength proves them
worthy of the T. CC. reputation.
That is why you can be sure of that T. C.C. .0003 mfd. grid
condenser being accurate, and free from those defects which
produce those mysterious "cracklings "-And that T.C.C. 4 mfd.
800 v. D.C. Test, you are sure it will stand up to its specified test
and working voltages. The T.C. C. reputation is your assurance.

T.C.C.
ALL-BRITISH

CONDENSERS
BE SURE IT'S A CONDENSER IN THE GREEN CASE

The Telegraph Condenser Co. Ltd.,Wdes Farm Rd.,N.Acton,W.3

0 9)04

T'S
SIMPLY

MARVELLOUS
misorerpoli

You can't conceive, until you've actually
heard it, how simply wonderful is the
performance of BLUE SPOT 100U.
The difference between Inductor Type 100U
and other speakers is as the difference between
night and day. Every word, every note, is clear
with the crystal clearness of reality. 100U
is more than an achievement, it's a marvel.
Hear it, hear it to -day and nothing else will
satisfy you.
100U is the perfect speaker for all the popular
Kit Sets.

Write for Catalogue

No. A.W. 29U

goo U
LOUDSPEAKER

UNIT
Price complete mounted

to chassis

3916
BRITISH MADE

TRADE MARK

TIM 11111111/11 LIVE /MI MAMMY IUD
SUE .,DOT hOUSE 94.90 lik,)50r,AN STREET  RO5EDERY AVENUE  LQNQON E 1

Telephone: Clerkenwel I 3570. Telegrams:  Bluospot, !sling, London."
Distributors for Northern England, Scotland & North Wales: H. C,
RAWSON (Sheffield & London), Ltd., 100, London Road, Sheffield;
22, St. Mary's Parsonage, Manchester ; 183, George Street Glasgow.

Please Mention "A.W." When Corresponding with Advertisers

Hutcheonad
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"THE WORLD AT YOUR ELBOW"
(Continued from page 508)

On 25 metres you will receive a powerful
harmonic of Moscow (Trades' Unions),
which is useful for the purpose of calibra-
tion, as frequently between 4 and 6 p.m.
on 2§.16 metres the call "Moskva Imeni
Popova" will be picked up; it is the relay
of the Moscow Popoff station. Immediately
below, on 24.69 metres, you may hear -
possibly distorted or jumbled -trans-
atlantic telephony, namely, GBS (Rugby).
working With its opposite number, WND
(Ocean Township, N.J.), and on 24.41
metres, GBU (Rugby) in telephonic com-
munication with WMI (Deal Beach, N.J.).
Slightly below this channel, on 24 metres,
you should also log CT3AQ, a very active
experimental transmitter at Funchal,
Madeira,. He is on the air on Sundays
from 3.3o to 5 p.m. and on Tuesdays and
Thursdays from 9.3o p.m. until midnight.
The calls are given in Spanish, English,
and French. On approximately the same
wavelength (24.22 metres) calls from liners,
such as the s.s. Olympic, may be heard.
GBC (Rugby) communicates with ships
on 23.46 metres.

Around this region we also find FTN
(Ste Assise, France) on 24.46 metres,
exchanging messages with Rabat (Morocco)
between to a.m. and 12 noon, Which- in
its turn,. on 23.8 metres, broadcasts the
Radio Maroc programmes every Sunday
morning at 11.3o .a.m. In this cale the
call will be of the mother station : "1,ci
Radio Maroc," with the addition at times
of "hi la .station de. radiodiffusion cle
l'Office Cht'rifien (1 Rabat." All announce-
ments are in French and the interval

510

signal consists of a slow -beating metro
nome. Here again, slightly lower (23.35
metres), you may log telephony between
Monte Grande, Buenos Aires, and Madrid
or Paris (Ste Assise). If, almost on top
of this transmission, you hear English
spoken you may put it down as emanating
from- WOO (Deal Beach, N.J.) in touch
with the British Isles.

Students of the Bukarest (Romania)
University have installed a small experi-
mental transmitter in that city, and carry
out broadcasts on every Wednesday
and Saturday at 7.10 p.m. Its wavelength
is 21.5 metres, its call letters CXL.
Bucuresci (phon: Book-oo-recht), and all
speech is in the Rumanian language, but
announcements are sometimes added in
French and German. Between 7.30 and
8 p.m. you may discover Chapultepec
(Mexico) sending out a news bulletin in
English on 20.5 metres (see also 25.5
metres).

Finally, in this lowel- part of the wave-
band it will be useful to log on 19.84
metres, MN J, a second channel of the
Vatican station already Mentioned in
these notes, and on 19.72 metres, broad-
casts from WSXK (E. Pittsburgh, Pa.)
between noon and 4 p.m. (Wednesdays
and Saturdays), as well as on 19.56 metres
transmissions by W2XAD relaying WGY
(Schenectady, N.Y.)' daily (except Sun-
days) between 7 and to p.m.: on Sundays
between 5 and 7 p.m. G.I\

NEXT WEEK :

PERCY HARRIS'S "MASCOT"

ONCE MORE
the choice is

HEAYBERD !
Now you have had time to study the wonderful ar-
rangement of the " Home -Lover's All -Electric 3," you
will realise the vital necessity for a powerful Mains
Transformer, which is, of course, the transformer
chosen by the "Amateur Wireless" Technical Experts
-the Heayberd model 715.

SECONDARY OUTPUTS :
2301 230v. 2÷2v. 2 2v.

30 ma. I amp. 4 amps.

MODEL

715
PRICE
28/6

10, FINSBURY STREET, LONDON, E.C.2
One m inner from Moorgare Und. Stn.

I enclose &I. in
stamps for de-
tails of the full
'tinge of Heay-
herd Mains
Transforme r s ,
Chokes and
MAINS UNITS,
together with
circuitdiagrams

Name

Add ress

A.\

POST
THIS
NOW
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NEW LOTUS COMPONENTS
ANUMBER of new components have

just beeri produced by Lotus Radio,
Ltd.,. these include a new dual -range
aerial coil, output choke and two -gang
condenser, complete with drum drive.
These new components are illustrated
here. The aerial coil is of neat design, an
external switch being used for wave -
changing. Screening is not normally
necessary. but a standard " can " for use
in a screen -grid circuit is available.

The output choke, costing only 5s. 6d..
has an inductance of 20 henries at an

The new Lotus parts referred to, the ganged
condenser, dual -range coil and L.F. choke

average plate current of 10-12 rn'A. The
D.C. resistance is quite low, being only
720 ohms.

The ganged condenser is fitted with easilY
accessible trimmers and the heavy vanes
and end plates ensure accuracy of matching
to within one per cent. between units.
The price of the aerial coil is 5s. 6d. and of
the two -gang condenser (with disc drive)
front 25s. upwards.

Details can be obtained free ou mention
\ A1.1TEUR WIRELESS.

The LATEST ORMOND SPEAKER

PERMANENT MAGNET

Ater ye;,, of patient
research. the famous
British Min of Ormond
have evolved a Peoria],
ent Magnet Moving Coil
Speaker worthy of their
great name, and the well.
known MailOrder House
of E. 5. Heraud is privi-
leged to offer it on easy mad
Remarkable fidelity, high sensitiOo
and correct tone balance are outstand-
ing features. It will handle heavy

irgnu it hoot d,ntto,. The special Magnets are of Derwin Cobalt fited.anda
Speech Transformer is incorporated. The construction is very robust, the
whole being mounted as a -complete chassis. Sire width Ohl ins., height
ll ins.. depth 24. im. Scat on 7 days' trial f only 2f6 deposit: if satisfied.
pap Ruttier 2,1i at once, and complete purchase by 9 -monthly payment.
of 7 IL (Cash Price, tin;..) Seed lo -day mod try aka troterierfal speak,

_ _

4110111=11111101111111111MMI

THE ORMOND FOUR POLE
ADJUSTABLE L.S. UNIT.
No. 1. Capable of Lau:King great
volume without chatter. Easily
mounted in any cabinet or chassis
by 2 screws. On 7 days' approval
foe 11- deposit; if satisfied, pay
further 33- at once. Voliiplete part by 4
liumthiv payments of (t aS.. I.! r;

E. J. HERAUD
IDept.

Number One, Edmonlou
Loudon, N.18.

1 Branches al fofeeolavo.
Wattexadtata, nod
Wash. .F,,cab'd 3-4 .

Again and again the call is
CLAIII01\ CABINETS "

Specified for the

TE STAT1O \ r,i N`k 0
fully described in this issue.
A fine British made
Oak Cabinet

L.kit fox also Specified for " Amateur Wireless "
1932 ETHER SEARCHER RADIOGRANIOPHONE

Price in Oak, £4 17s. 6d. (ex. k.'orits)
" Wireless Magazine " 1932 SUPER 60,

Price in Oak. £1 16s. Od. Paid)
THE "QUADRADYNE." Price -in Oak, £1 7s. 6ti.;,C,I. Paid)

.111..81,afr!

CLARION RADIO FURNITURE,
28-38 IVIansford Street, London, E ?

16/6
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YOUR SAFEGUARD   
BATTERY IS MADE

A DERIDER OF THE PORTA DU
AcrumutAron MAIkEPS PSSOGLATADM
ADO THE CAPACITY STATED IS
GUARANTEED ,0 OP THE TRUE
CAPACITY AND TO COMPLY WITH

THE REQUIREMENTS OF TML,/

All enquiries

This label appears on all C.A.V. battery
containers. It is a guarantee that the battery
will give you its rated capacity. If is also a
stamp of quality: the members of the
P.A.M.A. are all long established battery
manufacturers.

When next you require an accumulator
buy a C.AN; you will know that you are
getting a good one, with long life and
satisfying service,

From all radio dealers or our Aitents
throughout the country.

FREE: Would you like a use-
ful book on the charging and
maintenance of C.A.V. H.T. &
L.T. Accumulators? Send a
post card for a copy.

101125,11

H.T. Ei L.T. ACCUMULATORS
to C. A. VANDERVELL Ltd., Well Street, Birmingham.

PRICES

Aerial :

15 ft. 3,9
20 ft. 4 6

Formo-
densor :

From 1,6

IMDMSCSD111:11111-

ttt
FORMODENSOR
greatly increases the

SELECTIVITY

SS)ti
e#4,%

20%

OV44
2*:and when used

in circuit with

If you are troubled with
overlapping of close sta-
tions, use this wonderful
indoor aerial with the
Formodensor. It enables ,
you to get better results
and by adjusting the
Formodensor, to tune
out overlapping stations.
Your dealer can supply.
If any difficulty write to

ARTHUR PREEN & CO. LTD.
Golden Square, Piccadilly Circus, London, W.I

Don't Forget to Say

IT KEEP YOU
AWAKE AT NIGHT?

2 -Gang Condenser - 18:-
Dustproof Metal Cover - :3/-

3 -Gang Condenser - 28!-
DustprtofMetal Cover - 3j6

4 -Gang Condenser - 38!-
Dust proof Metal Cover - 4)-

Oxidised Silver
Escutcheon a n d
Drive Assembly
with pilot lamp
attachment 5/-

Super- Het type
condensers w i t
specialt rfi eking vane
now available.

If you can't sleep at night
for thinking of which
ganged condenser you
should use in that new cir-
cuit, let us set your mind
at rest. You can fit
British Radiophone Ganged
Condensers with perfect
equanimity, for they have
no equal for accurate
ganging and strength of
construction.

Write ,tor descriptive illustrated
brochure. Immediate deliveries

of all models.

iikuo

ourulltit1119$ till
II

Hi0,ff '((qf
111

fr
.if-ifq

11(1111111

THE BRITISH RADIOPHONE
London, W.C.2.

,

DENSERS"
Ltd., A!dwych House,. Aldwych,

Triepirone: ii'olbolir 6744

That You Saw it in "A.W."
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to be a
GOOD

resistance

OHMITE
"Better than
w're wound."
All values from
3co ohms to 5

megohms.

116
each.

SPECIAL

"OHMITE"
HOLDER

6D. each

t must be

"OHM ITE"
The Graham Farish "OHMITE"-
most popular of all Resistances-is
built essentially for accurate and
dependable service. Specified and
used in the S.T.300, the COSMIC
3, and the new Graham Farish
"AMAZING 3" Kit.

Write for complete catalogue
of Components and Accessories
-and the "AMAZING 3"
descriptive leaflet.

Made by

GRAHAM
FARISH

LIMITED, BROMLEY, KENT

No wonder we've
sold millions!
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Radio- Gramophones
SIR,-The radio -gram is now well estab-

lished in many households; very many
electrically controlled, very many like mine,
no doubt, which has an automatic stop,
controlled by the tone arm striking it at
the end of the recording. This idea is
certainly very good, if the record manu-
facturers would assist by making the
width of all records the same. This, I
think, is a matter that should be seen to
by the producers of gramophone records,
both here and abroad. What are your
readers' opinions? L. D. (London, N.).

An Improvised Rectifier
SIR,-It may be of interest to some of

your readers to know the following :
Some time ago the valve on my H.T.
eliminator (full wave) went "phut," natur-
ally on an evening when I particularly
wanted reception. Feeling desperate, and
having quite A few valves by me which
had finished their day for radio owing to
bad emission, I tried one of these-a 2 -volt
L.F.-no good; then a 4 -volt power, still
no good; then I put in a Mullard 6 -volt
power (D.E.) Imagine my surprise to find
perfect results, with no trace of hum. The
faulty valve has since been replaced by the
makers, but on comparison I find the
Mullard still the best; it has now been
running over two months. I feel very
pleased about the matter as I had doubts
when first putting it in, as to whether I
should "do the eliminator in" altogether.

J. T. (Twickenham).

The " Century Super "
C IR,-I am fortunate in possessim-, a very

good edition of the ." Century Super"
-proud holder of a loo -° of 153 stations,
though its pride was humbled by the
Worcester reader who claims 227-and
never, have T been lucky enough to secure
Berlin Witzeleben during the daylight hours.
I fancy that the reader in question heard
Katowice and not, as you suggest, Sottens.

I have been experimenting with various
home-made frame aerials, it is great fun.
For instance, I find that although the
Lewcos oscillator coil is stated to cover
23-45, 250-550, 1,000-2,000 metres with the
average frame, it will bring other stations
on other wavebands whn used with
simple home-made frames. I wished to
hear the weather reports from Heston.
After several deep "thinks," I ran eight
turns of ordinary flex round the left wall
of my room-making a frame to ft. square
-added a centre tap, turned the wave -
change switch to "Long," and at 46 on the
oscillator tuning -dial Heston came in at
tremendous strength. Cardington has been
heard also at fair strength testing with
Heston.

With four turns round that wall I can
bring in all the mediums from Hilversum
to Ljubljana at great strength, but I have
to shorten it or change the position of the
centre tap in order to reach London
National at normal strength. The one
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failure of these giant frames is that one
cannot use the directional properties of a
true frame. J. J. A. (London, S.E ).

The " 1931 Ether Searcher "

SIR,-I
am using a " 1931 Ether

Searcher" and cannot get it working
quite right. The detector valve will not
take anything like the 115 volts on its
anode as you recommend, and consequently
foreign stations are received at very poor
strength and the sensitivity of the receiver
is poor. A. W. (Romford).

If your detector valve will not take the full
115 volts on its anode as recommended, and
the best anode voltage gives you but very weak
reception of foreign stations, you may be sure
there is something radically wrong with the
characteristics of your detector valve. If your
valve has a low impedance, lower than that of
the valve we originally advised, it will not take
a satisfactory anode voltage without becoining
unstable. You do not state what actual
valve you are using, but we suggest you try
another having an impedance known to be
greater than that of the present valve. When
you get your detector valve working sensitively
and without instability you will get satis-
factory working of your receiver.-ED.

" Three Star Thre3 "
LIR,-I have now been working on the

"Three Star Three" receiver for some
weeks and so far have failed to obtain
reception. The receiver seems alive and a
milliammeter test proves that each valve
is getting its proper share of anode current.
I have endeavoured to test through the
various components by substitution and all
except the coils and ganged condensers
have been either replaced or otherwise
tested. The set still refuses to give recep-
tion, although a rustling noise from the
speaker indicates that very little can be
wrong. F. W. (Ware).

It seems that your ganged condensers are
"shorting" in some way and we advise you
carefully to inspect the fixed plate terminals
as they protrude from the side of the condenser
screens. If any one or all of the fixed plate
terminals touch against the condenser screens,
you will short-circuit the signals which would
normally be applied to the input of your
valves. The result will be some -what similar to
the complaint you submit.-ED.

The " 503. Four "
IR,-Before commencing the construe.

S tion of the " 503. Four" I should like
you to give me an approximation of the
number of stations that are likely to be
received on this set under normal reception
conditions. W. B. C. (London, W.9).

The number of stations likely to be received
depends upon the general efficiency of the
receiving aerial, its proximity to the local
stations, whether it is erected to have a direc-
tional reception effect on the locals or certain
other stations, the efficiency of the earth used,
the adjustment of the working of the valves,
and your general ability as an operator in
tuning a receiver. Normally, any amateur
who is used to tuning a receiver should receive
at least twenty different stations at sufficient
volume to give good programme value, but an
estimate of forty stations receivable on this set
would not be amiss.-ED.
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WE BUY FROM YOU-
IF YOU BUY FROM US

Here is the chance you've wanted for years Tell us in detail what you
have to sell and we will give you a price without any obligation to you.

Old sets, valves, speakers and
component parts-in workable
condition-bought. Any make
or type of kit, wireless set or
radiogram, valves, speakers
and component parts supplied.

I WANT TO SELL
SET

VALVES

SPEAKER

Maker Cabinet or portable

Mains or battery How many valves

Year bought Special points

Make Type No

Make Type No

Make Type No.

Make Type

I WANT TO BUY
HOME -LOVER'S ALL -ELECTRIC 3, Pilot Author Kit A (less valves all cabinet

and speaker), £5 10s.

Set of specified Valves, £3 105. Cabinet, as specified, £1.

R. & A. " 103 " P.M. Movinkccd Speaker completer with multi -ratio input
transformer, £2 17s. 61.

CELESTION PPM Permanent Magna Moving -coil Speaker (with dual-impefance
input transformer), £2 7s. 6d.

OR

STATE WHETHER CASH OR H.P. TERMS

NAME ADDRESS

SENDING IN THIS

FORM PUTS YOU UNDER

NO OBLIGATION

MUTUAL RADIO BUYERS
235, Regent Street, London, W.1.

There is m instrument
like it.
You must have one to
secure best reception.
T o s t s everything in
your set!

Your Radio or Electrical
Dealer  can supply.
If any difficulty, write
Pifco Ltd., High Street,
Manchester.

FOR YOUR 1932
KIT SET!

If you are building the Ether Searcher.
Telsen or any other popular Kit, the Camco

Excelsior" is just the Cabinet for you.
It is of striking appearance and is con-
structed with characteristic Camco sound-
ness. It is beautifully finished and sup-
ported by a heavy ebonised base. Fixing is
simplicity itself, as the front need only
be drilled for the controls required.
Cabinet is 10' deep and will also accom-
modate panels up to 16" x 8". In Oak,
22 6, Mahogany, 24;-.

11'rite for FREE copy of the 1932 Cameo Radio
Cabinet Catalogue

To: CARRINGTON MFG. CO., LTD., 24, Hatton Garden, London, E.C.1.
'Phone : HOLBORN E!12. Works : S. CROYDON.

NAME

ADDRESS

Advertisers Appreciate Ment'on of "A.W." with Your Order
A.W.30
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'ANNOY
Main/ Unit/
ELECTRIFY

YOUR SET
and 11 pay -for 6 ments of 5/5
Cash £2.19.6

TYPE P.1.
Giving H.T. Supply up to
150v. at 15 m,famps or 120v.
at 20 rniamps with three
positive tappings. Units suit-
able for all purposes.

Write for Particulars to:
TANNOY PRODUCTS. DALTON ST.. W. NORWOOD, SAX/

Telephone: STREATHAM SIN/Z

SHORT WAVES SIMPLIFIED
with the

"DYNATONE" AIR -CORED COIL
Range 14-66m. Embodies
latest short-wave
principles.
Pat. app., No.

- 5333,52
416

Post Free

The Scientific Detector -Adaptor enables your set,
without alteration, to tune in world-wide S.W. Broad-
cast programmes. Inex-
pensive and easy to build BLUEPRINT 4d.from standard components
SCIENTIFIC SUPPLY STORES,
126 Newington Causeway, London. S.E.I. Hop. 4177

ONE HOLE
FIXING

il'6°EACH

GRIPS°
PUSH-PULLSTANDARD-

INDICATING SWITCH
ADAPTABLE DOUBLE DIAL READINGS.
ON kap OFF -LONG hasSNORDWE

ROBUST CONSTRUCTION
1.14, FROM MAKR

THE GRIPSO COY.
3 2.V KTORIA STRIET.LONDON.S:W.1

'Let "A.W." Solve Your Problems

EkOACCAST TELEPHONY
Broadcasting Stations classified by country and in order of wavelengths. For the purpose of better comparison,

the power indicated is that of the carrier wave.
Kilo- Station and Power Kilo- Station and Power Kilo- Station and

Metres cycles Call Sign (Kw.) Metres cycles Call Sign (Kw.) Metres cycles Call Sign
GREAT BRITAIN

25.5311,751 Chelmsford
(G5S \V) 16.0

242.3 1,238 Belfast 1.0
261.6 r,r 47 London Nat. 50.0
288.5 r,o4o Newcastle 1.2
288.51,040 Swansea 0.12
288.5 1,040 Plymouth 0.12
288.5 1,040 Edinburgh 0.3
288.5 /,040 Dundee 0.12
288.5 1,040 Bournemouth 1.0
288.5 r,o4o Aberdeen 1.0
301.5 995 North National 50.0
8(19.9 968 Cardiff 1.0
355.9 843 London Regional 50.0
376.4 797 Glasgow 1.0
398.9 752 Midland Regional 25.0
480 625 North Regional 50.9

1,554.4 193 Daventry (Nat.) 30.0
AUSTRIA

21.8.7 1,375 Salzburg 0.5
245.9 1,220 Linz 0.5
285.2 1,052 Innsbruck 0.5
352.1 852 Graz 7.0
453.2 666 Klagenfurt 0.5
517 58r Vienna 15.0

also testing on 1,237 m. iron, 7.0 p.m.
(Mon., Wed., Sat.)
BELGIUM

206 1,456 Antwerp
210.2 1,429 Liege
215.31,393 Chatelineau '

216 1,389 Liege
216 1,339 Bruxelles

Conference 0.2
219 1,370 Binche 0.1
240.8 1,245.8 Liege (Exp.) 0.1.
269 1,115 Liege (Cointe) 0.4
283.6 .r,o58 Brussels (SB N) 0.5
338.2 887 Brussels (No. 2) 15.0
509.3 589 Brussels (No. 1) 15.0

BULGARIA
318.8 94r Sofia(RodnoRadio) 0.5

CZECHO-SLOVAKIA
249.6 1,201.8 l'rague (2) 5.0
263.8 /,/37 Morayska-

Ostrava 10.0
279.3 1,074 Bratislava 13.0
293 7,022 Kosice .2.5
341.7 873 Brunn (Brno) 35.0
488.6 6/4 Prague ... 120.0

DENMARK
281.2 .r,o67 Copenhagen 0.75

1,153 26o Kalundborg 7.5
also on 31.51 m. (9,520 Nes.)

ESTONIA
296.1 1,013 Tallinn 11.0
465.8 644 Tartu 0.5

FINLAND
291 1,03r Viipuri
368.1 815 Helsinki
556.6 539.5 Tampere

1,796 /67 Lahti
FRANCE

220.3 1,361.5 Beziers 0.5
222.1 1,355.3 Feeamp 5.0
236 1,271 Bordeaux-

Sud-Ouest 2.0
250.2 1,200 Juan-les-Pins 0.5
255.1 1,176 Toulouse (PT:) 1.0
265.9 1,128 Lille (PIT) 1.3
`271.31,105.7 Rennes 1.2
285.4 1,051 Montpellier 0.8
286 2,049 Radio Lyons 10.0
294.7 1,017.7 Limoges (PTT). . 0.5
304.9 984 Bordeaux (PTT) 13.0
311.9 96/.8 Na tan -Vitus

(Paris) 0.5
also on 43.75m. (6,865 Ems.)

0.25
0.15
0.2
0.1

13.0
12.0
1.0

54.0

Power
(Kw.)

315 950 Marseilles 1.6 LITHUANIA
327.5 9/6 Grenoble (PTT) 2.0 1,935 155 Kaunas 7.0
329.3 911 Poste Parisien ... 1.2 NORTH AFRICA

(also testing on 60 Kw.) 363.4 825.3 Algiers (PTT) 16.0
345.2 869 Strasbourg (PTT) 11.5 416 721 Radio Maroc
369.4 812.4 Radio LL (Paris) 0.5 (Rabat) 8.0

also on 61 m. (4.198 Kcs.) and 32.26 m. (9,300 Kcs.)
384.4 779 Radio Toulouse 8.0 NORWAY
447.1 67r Paris (PTT) 0.7 235.51,274 Kristianssand ... 0.5
466 644 Lyons (PTT)

1,445.7 207.5 Eiffel Tower 13.0
1,744 172 Radio Paris 75.0

GERMANY
19.73 15.226 Zeesen
31.38 9,56o Zeesen
217 1,382 Kiinigsberg
217.5 /,370.9 Flensburg
227.4 1,319 Cologne
227.4 2,319 Munster
227.4 1,319 Aachen
232.2 1,292 Kiel
239.41,253 Nurnberg
245.9 1,220 Cassel
2.53.11,185 Gleiwitz
259.3 1,157 Leipzig
269.81,112 Bremen
276.5 z,085 Heilsberg
283 /,060 Magdeburg
283 1,060 Berlin (E)
283 z,o6o Stettin
318.8 941 Dresden
325 923 Breslau
360.6 832 Miihlacker
372 8o6 Hamburg
389.6 770 Frankfurt
419.5 715 Berlin
453.2 662 Danzig
472.4 635 Langenberg 60.0
532.9 563 Munich 1.5
559.7 536 Kaiserslautern 1.5
559.7 536 Augsburg 0.3
556 53o Hanover 0.3
569.3 527 Freiburg 0.25

1,634.9 183.5 Norddeich 10.0
1,634.9 x83.5 Zeesen 60.0
2,525 119.3 Ktinigswiister-
2,900 103.5 hausen (press) 15.0
4,11110 75 ditto

HOLLAND
298.21,006 Iluizen 8.5
295.5 1,001.3 Radio ldzerda

(The Hague) 3.0
1,071.4 280 Scheveningen.

10.0
also on 49.6 tn.

1,875 16o Hilversum 8.5
HUNGARY

210 1,429 Budapest (2) 3.0
550 545 Budapest 18.5

ICELAND
I,175 255.4 Reykjavik 16.0

IRISH FREE STATE
224.4 1,337 Cork (6CE) 1.2
413 7/5 Dublin (INN) 1.2

11 ALY
25.4 11,810 Rome (2R0) 15.0
247.7 1,211 Trieste 10.0
273.2 1,093 Turin (Torino) 7.0
312.2 961 Genoa (Genova) 10.0
318.8 94/ Naples (Napoli) 1.5
331.5 9o5 Milan 7.0
368.1 815 Bolzano 1.0
441 68o Rome (Roma) 50.0
500.8 599 Florence (Firenze) 20.0
526.3 57o Palermo 3.0

LATVIA
198.5 r,5ro Riga (tests) 16.0
525 572 Riga ' 15.0

15.0
15.0
0.75
0.5
1.5
0.5
0.25
0.25
2.0
0.25
5.0
2.0
0.2

60.0
0.5
0.5
0.5
0.25
1.5

60.0
1.5
1.5
1.5

240.2 1,249.2 Stavanger 0.5
365.4 82r Bergen 1.0
367.6 816 Frederiksstad 0.7
495.7 605.3 Trondheim

1,083 277 Oslo 60.0
POLAND

214.2 1,400 Warsaw (2) 1.9
234.9 3,283 Lodz 2.2
312.8 959 Cracow 1.5
334.4 897 Poznan 1.9
380.7 788 Lvov 16.0
409.8 732 Katowice 12.0
566 530 \Vilno 16.0

1,411.8 212.5 Warsaw 120.0
PORTUGAL

282.2 1,063 Lisbon (CT1AA) 2.0
also on 42.9 m. (Fri,)

ROMANIA
394 762 Bucharest 12.0

RUSSIA
378 792.5 Moscow Regional 20.0
424.3 707 Moscow -Stalin _100.0
508.5 590 Astrakhan 10.0
720 416.6 Moscow (PT1) 20.0
937.5 320 Kharkov (Rv20) 25.0
967.7 3 ro Alma-Ata 10.0

1,000 300 Leningrad 100.0
1053 284.9 Tiflis 10.0
1,116 268.5 Moscow Popoff 75.0
1 170 256.4 Taschkerit 25.0
1,284 233.5 Moscow (Trades

Unions) 165.0
also on 50 m. (6,000 Kcs.)

1,380 217.5 Novosibirsk 100.0
1,481 202.5 Moscow 100.0
1,600 187.5 Irkutsk 15.0
1,715.5 275 Bakov 10.0
1,910.8 157 Sverdlovsk 20.0

SPAIN
251 1,193 Barcelona (EA J15) 1.0
266.81,124,4 Valencia 2.0
348.2 863.5 Barcelona (EAJ1) 8.0
368.1 8 r 5 Seville (EA J5) 1.5
424 707 Madrid Espana 2.0
424 707 Madrid (EA J7) 2.0
458.6 557 San Sebastian

SWEDEN
(EAJ8) 0.6

230.61,301 Malmo
257 1,167 liOrby
306.8 977 Falun
321.9 932 Goteborg
438.4 689 Stockholm
541.5 554 Sundsvall
777.5 386 Ostersund

1.241.6 241.6 Boden
1;348.3 222.5 Motala

SWITZERLAND
244.71,226 Basle
246 1,220 Berne
403 743 Softens
459 653 Beromuenster 60.0

TURKEY
1,204.8 249 Istanbul 5.0
1,538 195 Ankara 7.0

YUGOSLAVIA
307 977 Zagreb (Agram) 0.75
430.4 697 Belgrade 2.5
574.7 522 Ljubljana 2.5
2.450 1,224 Skolpje (tests) 20.0

1.25
10.0
0.5

10.0
55.0
10.0
0.6
0.6

30.0

0.65
0.5

25.0

WHEN SUBMITTING QUERIES
Please write concisely, giving essential par-

ticulars. A Fee of One Shilling (postal order),
a stamped addressed envelope, and the coupon on
the last page must accompany all letters. 113
following points should be noted.

Not more than two questions should ba sent
with any one letter.

1 he designing of apparatus or receivers cannat
Le undertaken.

Modifications of a straightforward nature can be
made to blueprints, but we reserve to ourselves
the right to determine the extent of au alteration
to come within the scope of a query. Modifications

to proprietary receivers and designs published by
rob temporary journals cannot be undertaken.

Readers' sets and components cannot be testel
t this office. Readers desiring specific informa-

tion upon any problem should not ask for it to be
published in a forthcoming issue, as only queries
of general interest are published and these only at
t ur discretion. Queries cannot be answered by
telephone or personally.

Readers ordering blueprints and rep:eng
technical imormation in addition, should address
a separate letter to tha Query Department and
ecanorm with the rules.

On March 19 the fortnightly Welsh
Interlude, relayed on Daventry, National,
will be occupied by Dr. Alun. Roberts, who
will speak on " Reunt Changes in the World
of Agriculture."

Violet Loraine will play lead ill a Ru ritan-
ian operetta composed by C. Denis Free-
man and Mark Lubbock, which Regional

listeners will hear on March ii. National
listeners are to hear a repeat performance
on March 12.

Frederic d'Erlanger's "Requiem Mass,"
which was given its first performance ill
the National programme on February 27,
1931, is to be repeated Nationally on
March 3.
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Postcard
Radio

Literature
GET THESE CATALOGUES FREE
Her e "0 bse rver" reviews the latest book..,., d

folders issued by well-known manufacturers. 1j
you want copies of any or all of them FREE OF
CHARGE, just send a postcard giving the index
numbers of the catalogues required (shown at
the end of each paragraph) to " Postcard Radio
Literature," "AMA TB UR I FIRELESS," 58/61,
Fetter Lane, E.C.A. "Observer" will see that
you get all the literature you desire. Please
write your name and address in block letters.-

A New Kit
YOU should drop a line, through my

Catalogue Service, for details of the
new Graham Farish "three." An exceed-
ingly .low-priced kit is available for this
set and novel features include a combined
chassis and panel of moulded Bakelite,
specially selective tuning, and one -knob
control. 7 1 7
Wego Condensers

Wego condensers are now being made in
this country and full details of the paper -
dielectric condensers and resistances in
this range can be obtained free through my
Catalogue Service. 71 8
New Mains Units

GodWinex accumulators are dealt with
in a useful folder which I have just received
from J. DySon & Co., Ltd. A.C. and D.C.
units, several of them provided with a.

trickle charging supply or with an A.C.
winding for mains valves, are available,
and full technical details of milliampere
outputs and voltages under load are given
in the new folder. 719
Marconiphone Universal Three

The model 39 Marconiphone three -valuer
is dealt With in a folder which I have just
received. Three types arc available, one for
A.C. mains 40-100 cycles, one for D.C.
Mains, and one for battery' operation.
The mains consumption (A.C.) is only
5 watts. The folder gives full details.

OileERYER. 720

"Amateur Wireless and Radiovision." Pric,3
Threepence. Published on Thursdays and bear-
ing the date of Saturday immediately following.
Post free to any part of the world : 3 months,
4s. 6d.; 6 months, es. qd.; H months, I7s. 6d.
Postal Orders, Post Office Orders, or Cheques
should be made payable to Bernard Jones
Publications, Ltd."
General Correspondence is to he brief and
written on one side of the paper only. All
sketches and drawings to be on separate sheets.

Contributions are always welcome. will he
promptly considered, and if used will he paid for.
Communications should be addressed, accord.
ing to their nature, to The Editor, The Adver-
tisement Manager, or The Publisher, -Amateur
Wire!ess," 58-61 Fetter Lane, Lond.rn, E.C.4.

515 emateurWtreIT

NO MORE GUESSING !

There's no " guessing " with
Belling -Lee Terminals-no risk of

costly mistakes. The heads are
bakelite-insulated and clearly en-

graved in 37 indelible letterings.
Non -removable, too, preventing
all possibility of error.

TYPE " B." Non -rotating name. Extra
large clamping area. Cross -hole for

solid tags or wire. Slot and nut to
eliminate soldering. 2B.A. stern. Price
6d. each.
TYPE " R." Rotating name. 4 B
stem. Price 3d. each.

BELLING -LEE TERMINAL MOUNT.
Takes two terminals and mounts them
anywhere, vertically or horizontally.
Particularly suitable for use with
Belling -Lee Terminal Type " B."

Price 8-1.

BELLING -LEE
FOR EVERY RADIO CONNECTION

1

Advt. of Belling v Lee, Ltd., Queensway, Ponders End, AMA:.

CORDO ranE-2Ri.
" The Spirit of the Microphone "
HIGHEST PRAISE FROM THE CRITICS

" Wireless World " states :---Output uniform,
surprisingly good.

AMATEUR WIRELE53 states :-Exceptionally fine
result, striking sensitivity.

THE BEST SPEAKER TO USE IN YOUR
NEW MAINS RECEIVER

VENEERED WALNUT CABINET
MODELS FROM 3 : 3

CORDO Electrical Products Ltd.
88 Victoria Street, London, S.W. I.

Telephone: Victoria 6973

FAMOUS CRAFTSMANSHIP
for YOUR SET or RADIO GRAM
Built like a piano, the tine tons and
Lungs a thrill no wait can convey.

Over 3,403 delisatei clients)
Radio Press-leading Experts)

DIRECT from makers. APPROVAL
7 days FREE. W., to E15. Crsh
[I. EASY PAYMENTS. Photographs FREE.
PIC K ETTS Ralio-Furniture Maksr
tali., Albion float, Begleybeath, Kent.

11-11A A 11011X EM LAW iteKIAL
Cut out powerful and local stations that literally
" ..,,amp" your set. Bring in loud and
stiong foreign concerts. The P1X is

also a volume control. Fits
any set without ...-
alteration. 2:- from

The BRITISH FIR Co., Lt3., P.R. House,14Newca le St., Loudon, C.C.].

Make a RaMogram or Gramophone
at quarter price. Order Iowan kits or
and assemble them at home, making

nosown cabinet or box. Oct for 3d. our slow
,id -page catalogue No. P20198.2 with scale
drawings end instructions how to make
cabinets, gramophones or radiograms, what
parte. to choose and the lowest prices to
pay. We sell motors from 7,-5, tone.arn,
-oundboxes, 1"1.1, piek.ups, horns, l.1-1-
,,peakers, radio kits, 'complete resets in:
-ens, gramophones, radiograms and pail..
elm accordion', violins and mandoline,-
Erah1i.hed 1993.-The Recent Fictions

n A.W., l20 Old Street, London EX.

Double

Electradix Sale
List

WILL SAVE
YOU POUNDS

It is full of Bargains
Head
phones of Aerials. Batteries,

Buzzers, Condensers,
Cable, Cabinets, Chokes. Coils, Chargers,
Dynamos and Motors, Ebonite and Pax.,
Engines, Lamps, Neons, Microphones, Mains
Parts, Meters, Receivers, Spark Coils, Tele-
phones, Valves, Wavemeters, Wire, Wheatstone
and Capacity Bridges, etc., etc.

Special Bargains this week.
As we are diammtling couch apparatus, 9-11. Parcels of
Radio Experimenters' Useful Sundries, Terminals,Panels
and Fittings. Holders, Chokes, Magnets, Switches, Wire,
etc., etc. 0-1b. parcel for 5,'-; postage 1;-. Meter
Movements, with magnets size of Weston Relay, with
moving coil on jewelled pivot. Very sensitive. For
home-made relays or maters, fi'e each to clear. 216 for
5 bobbins of 36g. enam. copper wire, 300 it. each, total
1,500ft. 250 ohms for a 6; post 6d. "Autokoi) " All -
wave tuner for the **Ten Station Two," 12,6 each.

Send addressed envelope for our Sale List of
Electrical bargains

ELECTRADIX RADIOS
218, Upper Thames St., E.C.4

Cite 0131.

REPAIRS',, ,,I.,,,,spezike,..% Transtorm ders,an
Headphones, 4,- eaelt; Blue Spots, 5/-.

Prompt service; twelve months' guarantee. Discount
1 o trade.
Loud -soaker Rep3ii. Co. 2 SHIRA ROA3., R3lham, London

1

TATLEA HET H.T. BATS
Ncw Prices: Jars 1; 3, Sacs 1 /2, Zincs 1 Od. Sample do',
18 Volts complete with bands and clsctrolyte 4i 1 post Si.
Sample uniesd. iiki, booklet free. Bargain list free.
AMPLIFIERS 30,'... 3 VALVE ALL -STATION SETS.
A. TAYLOR, 57, Studley Road, Stockwell, LONDON.

.,
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PREPAID ADVERTISEMENTS
Advertisements under this head are charged
THREEPENCE PER WORD, minimum charge

THREE SHILLINGS. DEPOSIT SYSTEM.
As the publishers cannot accept responsibility for the bona

Rdes of advertisers in this publication, they have introduced
a system of deposit which it is recommended should be
adopted by readers when dealing with persons with whom
they are unacquainted. It is here explained.

Intending purchasers should forward to the Publishers
the amount of the purchase money of the article advertised.
This will be acknowledged to both the Depositor and the
Vendor, whose names and addresses must necessarily be
given. The deposit is retained until advice is received of
the completion of the purchase, or of the article having
been returned to and accepted by the Vendor. In addition
to the amount of the deposit, a Fee of 6d. for sums of 91
and under, and Is. for amounts in excess of £1, to cover
postage, etc., must be remitted at the same time. In cases
of persons net resident within the United Kingdom, double
fees are charged.

The amount of the Deposit and Fee must be remitted by
Postal Order or Registered Letter (Cheques cannot be
accepted), addressed to
" AMATEUR WIRELESS " ADVERTISEMENT DEPARTMENT,

58/61 FETTER LANE, LONDON, E.C.4

INVENTOR'S POCKET -BOOK. How to patent. Invaluable
aid to selling your ideas. Expert advice. Copies tree.
-Edwin O. Axe, A.I.M.E., 27 Chancery Lane, London.
PATEN1S.-Trade Marks, "Advice Handbook" Uee.-
D. T. King, ltegd. Patent Agent, 146a Queen Victoria
Street, London.

TRICKLE CHARGERS, 6/-, 25 rn/A eliminators (A.C.),
35/-; 40 in/A kits, £2/19/6. List free. -Crisp Lucy (ex -
Marconi Co.), Wollaston, Wellingborough.

EXPERIMENTAL SURPLUS.-Amplion M.C.6. Cost
£31716; accept 39/6. Magnavox D.C., 144 22/-; D.C. 142,
35/-. Marconi, 45/-. Pick-up, 33/6. B.T.H. A.C. Motor.
Cost 39/6; accept 30/-. A.C. Transformer. Cost 35/-;
accept 14/6, All above guaranteed brand new and in
boxes. All speakers complete with output transformers
(power or pentode). -Particulars of other surplus, C. R.,
145 High Holborn, W.C.

BRYCE'S Mains Transformers and Chokes achieve their
amazing success by strict attention to quality and value.
Read the AMATEUR WIRELESS test reports of
January 9 and February 6, or write for copies and Price
List.
BRYCE'S New Design Stripped Models Mains Trans-
formers with flexible leads, for direct chassis or baseboard
mounting. Now supplied to thousands of amateur set
makers, as well as manufacturers. Mount these compo-
nents direct on your chassis. -Woodfield Works, Tile
Street, Bury. Lanes. Phone 1251.

TRIPLE WAVE THREE kits, 22/4/-. Short-wave Adaptor
kits, £1/3/-. All latest kit sets in stock. 50/- Four, £2121-,
Three -valve kits, E1/10/-. Anything wireless supplied at
keenest prices. Send for quotations.-Servwell Wireless
Supplies, 74 Gough Street, London, E.14.

MAINS TRANSFORMERS REWOUND AND RE-
MODELLED. All work thoroughly tested and fully
guaranteed. Quotation by return from The Sturdy
Electric Co. (Repairs Dept.), Derwent View, Dipton,
New east le -on -Tyne.

WIRELESS AS A CAREER. -Those already engaged in
the radio industry and those who would like to obtain
employment in this interesting prdfession should write for
a copy of our booklet, sent post free without obligation. -
Northern Counties Wireless School, 55-57 Guildhall Street,
Preston.

ACCUMULATOR SERVICEMEN. -Take a Technical
Engineering College course at Home in Battery Charging.
Satisfaction guaranteed. Write for " Prospectus and
Guide to Success " from W. S. Ibbetson, B.Sc., A.M.I.E.E.,
16 Speenham Road, Stockwell, London, S.W.9.

CHARGE YOUR H.T. FROM YOUR L.T. AT HOME. -
Combination trickle. Charges efficiently 1 to 12. II.T.
10 -volt accumulators, 10/6. Postage 6d. Diagram only, 1/6.
-R. Fox, 188 Camberwell Grove, S.E.S.

INSULATING SLEEVING.-llighest quality 17 and
2 millimetres, 1/6 per dozen yards. -B. H. Sundries,
Ltd., 68 Victoria Street, Westminster.

MARCONI .0005 Condensers and Dials, 2/11. Illuminated
dual drum Dials, 5/-. Ormond S.M. drum Dials, 2/6.
13/6 "%Tufa" 3 -star speaker unit 9/11. 50/- four coils, 8/6
per pair. -List. Rod, 46 Lambert Road, London, E.16.
YOU CAN USE your spare time to start a mai I order business
that quickly brings you a full-time income. Few pounds
capital only needed; no samples or outfits to buy. No rent,
rates or canvassing. New method makes success certain.
Send to -day for booklet. -Business Service Institute,
Dept. 602, 6 Carmelite Street, E.C.4.
PART EXCHANGE. -Let us take your old kit and send
you a modern all -mains or battery receiver. Highest figures
allowed on old sets. Stamped envelopes.-Raffiliffes,
42 Aldam Street, Darlington, Durham.
BRAND NEW C.A.V. HIGH-TENSION ACCUMULATORS,
in maker's boxes. Type 31101, 10 v., 2,500 ni/A., 3/0 each
listed at 5/- each. Guaranteed twelve months. -17 Claren-
don Road, Wallington.
SUPER 60 with valves, less cabinet, £6. AU, mains emit,
20 m/A, 4 tappings, One variable, trickle charger, £21101-.
-BOx "V," Amateur Wireless, 58-61 Fetter Lane, E.C.4.
"CRUISER S.G.3" KITS. -Usually 69/6, our price 59/- as
sealed by Triotron. Cash with order. Also Lumophone
A.C. 3 -valve all -mains 200-250 volts A.C., all complete,
usually. 10 pls., our price 7 gas., or 8 gas, H.P,-Trutone
Radio (Dept. A.W.), 1 Barter Street, W.C.1.

516
MELFORD RADIO far this issue's two-valver and " Home -
lover's Three." Specified kits. Lowest prices. Lists free.
-Holmes Avenue, Hove, Brighton.

TRANSFORMER STAMPINGS, instrument .Wire, etc.
Cheap. Lists f 0)ra-tauten Electric Company-, 9 Searis-
brick Avenue, Litherland, Seaforth Lania,

WHERE CAN I keep my gramophone records safe?
Splendid cabinets, beautiful dark oak or mahogany finish.
Cupboard partitioned. Undershelf (oak only). 30 in.
high by 20 in. wide by 15 in. deep, 30/-, carriage paid
England and Wales.
SOLID OAK FRAME PEDESTAL RADIO CABINETS
36 in. high by 22 in. wide by 14 in. deep. Made to house any
panel up to 18 in. by S in., according to requirements.
State size of panel or send template showing exact positions
of controls if no panel. S. and P.. 39/6; white, 32/6; kit of
parts, 27/6, carriage paid England and Wales. Unbeatable
value. -The Grange Co., CO Grange Road, Ashton -on -
Mersey.

G.E.C. OSRAM VICTOR THREE SET. -Listed a6/13/-.
Only 21/11/6.-227 high Road, Lee, S.E.13

BANKRUPT BARGAINS. -List with 3v. diagram free.
Cosmic kit 45/OD. ST, 300. 45/-, 3y. straight with cabinet,
32/6; 2v. 24/-. Graham Funds 3, 30/-. Century Super,
76'-. Britain's Super, 105/-. D.C. eliminators, 10/6;

40/-. Speaker kits from 10/6. M.C. speakers:
25/- D.C.. 35/- A.C. Luxophone 3v. S.O., pentode M.C.
speaker, all -electric, A.C., £9. Transformers, 3/3. ACE
4/9. .0005 Wavemaster, 2/6. Differentials, 1/8. Dual
coils, 4/-. Dials, 116. Part exchange. get my offer for
anything radio. Quotes return.-Butls, 143b Preston
Road, Brighton.

"UNIVERSAL" RADIO BARGAINS of Bankrupt Stock. -
Kits : Two -valve, 24/-: Taree-valve 31/3. S.G. Three
44/6. Sets : Red Star Two, 42/-; ditto Three, 56/-; Dario
S.G.Three. including valves, cabinet, wired, 97/6: Trana-
porta ble Three, complete ready to switch on. 79/6. Speaker
Units : Ormond small, 6/11 ; large, 8/11. Amplion midget,
3/3; Triotron 4/11. Valves: Dario, 3/11; Power. 4/11,
S.G., 9/3: Triotron, 4/6; Power 5/0, Super, 6/3. Trans-
formers : Earl, 2/11 Telsen Ace, 4/1: Grand, 6/9 ; Triumph,
3/11, H.F. Chokes, 1/-, Differentials, 1/6. . Fixed
Condensers, 5d. Variable Condensers, 1/11. Valve
holders, 4d. Snitches, Cd. Leaks, 7d. Dual Coils, 2/11.
S.T.300 Coils, 6/11 pair. Accumulators, 3/3. Above all
boxed, brand new. Guaranteed. Thousands of other
bargains. Lists free. -"Universal," 20 Victoria Road,
Peckham, S.E.15.

EXPERIMENTERS. -You will be interested in the
following. Parcels of oddments from dismantled appara-
tus: coils, magnets, condensers, chokes, dials, wire, screws,
brackets, switches, phone parts and panels, etc. 7 lbs.,
5/-, 10 lbs., 7/- post free. Moving Coil Meter Movements
on jewelled pivots, magnets, size as Weston relay. Very
sensitive. From first -grade meters, 5/-. A milliammeter
for all Radio, panel 2-1 in. moving coil, 5 milliamperes
with 50, 100, 150 and 250 milliampere shunts, calibrated.
Only 22/6.-Electradix Radios, 218 Upper Timmes Street,
E.C.4.

"STAND UP"
SAC LECLANCHE WET BATTERIES

" Stand up" batteries and replace-
ments are man uf actu red from specially
selected materials under a special pro-
cess; they place within the reach of
every listener an unlimited supply of
H.T. current almost equal to that of a
mains supply. Steady non -fluctuating
current at a minimum outlay with a
minimum of trouble. Take the first
steps to cheaper and better Radio,
send for full particu ars to the sole

manufacturers -

SCOTTISH BATTERIES,
BRAESIDE, UPHALL STATION,

NEAR EDINBURGH,

LOW - TENSION CHARGER
for A.C. MAINS

55'- Complete. THE " N. P." (Novice Proof.)
Ths frost efficient unit yet

produ :ed,
Passel bye ninent el. etri al

authorities.
Variable output 2, 4, or
6 volts at '5 to 2 amps.
You can charge your
friend's battery with your
own at no extra cost. Will
do up to four 2 -volts a -
at one time in 8 hours, -
Cost of running
negligible. 'I r'al 7 days civ n. 55/.

Send for Lists. State Mains Voltage.
Mfrs, (Agents Want d)

NASH PRODUCTS Ltd 93 Victoria Road
Stechford, Birmingham
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FULL-SIZE BLUEPRINTS
fraen crdering, please send Postal Order, NOT STAMPS.

. CRYSTAL SET (6d.)
1931 Crystal Set ..  ., AW303

ONE -VALVE SET (1s.)
Easy to Build One.. AW304
Short-wave One-valver A\\'327

TWO -VALVE SETS (1s. cash)
The Room -to -Room 2 (D, Trans) AAN\V'A,22973I

Twenty -shilling Two (0, 'Pram)

l 309:ig-volume Two Pen.) ..

.

AW330AV),335

1Ten-Station Two (D, Trans) .

O Star 2 (D, Pen) ..

A
The 25/- Two (D, Trans) ..

lltuoianan's A.C. '1 wo (0, 'trans) .. WM225
Ls er 'l'uned Regional Two (D, 'Frans)
Station -finder 1 wo (D, 1 rans) WM253

Two (D, Trans) , : \\W;A1122663New Deonomy
Music Lover's Two (D, Trans)

THREE -VALVE SETS (is. each)
Square Peak Three (SG, ll, Trans) .. AW293
Universal Short-wave Three (SG, D, Trans) AW301
Olympian Three (SG, DaTrans) AW305
Three Star 3 (SG. D, Pen.) AW313
Tonality Three (0, RC, Trans)... .. AVV321
35/- Three-valver (D.2BC) A\V323
Baby Three (D.RC, Trans) .. . AW324
1932 Ether Searcher (SG, D, Pen.) .. AW325
Wide World Short -Wave Three (D, RC, Trans) AW332
New Favourite Three (D, RC, Trans) .. AW331
Home Lover's All -Electric 3 (0, SG, Trans.) AW335
live -point Three (SG, D, Trans) WM2I2
New lhrookman's Three (SG, D, Trans) .. WM213
Five -point Short -waver (D, RC, Trans) WN4223
Plug -in -coil Three (0, 2 'Frans).. M232
Band-pass Inceptordyne (SG, D, Trans) .. WM244
Ether Iblarshal (SG, D, Trans) .. .. WM247
Meridian Short -waver (D, RC, Trans) .. WM255
I ire -advantage Three (0, RC, Trans)
Everybody's Radiogram (SG, D, Trans) .. WM253
Double Band-pass Three (SO, D, Trans) .. WA1259
Everybody's Radiogram (with Automatic...Grid

bias) WM262
New Economy Three (SG,' D, 'Frans) .. WM263
New Plug-in Coil Three (D, 2 Trans) \VM 270
Transportable 'i'hree (SG, D, Trans) .. WM 271

FOUR -VALVE SETS (1s. 6d. each)
The £3 Is. Four (SG, D, RC, '1'rans) AW303
The £3 3s. Four (Improved Model) .. AW303A
Everybody's Radio -gramophone.. .. AW310
Four Star 4 (SG, 0, RC, 'Trans) AW313
50/- Four (SG, 0, RC, Trans) AW331
Five -Point Four (SG, D, RC, Trans) . WM21.5
Brookman's Three -plus -one (SG, 0, RC, Trans)WM233
Ether Rover (SG, D, RC, Trans) WM266
Quadradyne 12 SG, D. Pen.) . .. WM273
Double Band-pass Four (SG, L, 'RC, Trans) .. WM274
Everybody's Radio Gramophone (SG, 13, RC,

Trans) . . . . . . WN1276
FIVE -VALVE SETS (1s. 6d.)

Britain's Super (Super -het) AW3I1
A.C, Britain's Super (Super -het) AW322
James Short-wave Super (Super -het) AW328
Regional D.C. Five (SG, 0, RC, Push-pull) WM252

SIX -VALVE SETS (1s. 6d. each)
Century Super (Super -het) .  AW237
A.C. "Century Super" (Super -het) AW295

Mains Unit (1/-).. AW295a
Super 60 (Super -het) WM229
A.C. Super 60 Radio Gramophone (Super -het) WM239
A.C. Super 60 (Table Model) WM245
Super 60 (with Wearite base) .. WM249
bumper 60 (with Lewcos base) WM251
1932 Super 60 (Super -het) . . . . . . WM269
1932 A.O. Super 60 (A.C. Super -het) .. WM274

SEVEN -VALVE SETS (1s. 6d. each)
Super Senior (Super -het) . . .. W.1255Super

Senior (with \Vcarite base and Lewcos
coils) .. WAINd.

PORTABLE SETS
Portable "Century Super" (Super -het) .. AW297
Super 60 Portable (Super -het) WA4233 1/6
home and Garden Three (D, RC,

AMPLIFIERS (1s.eath)
Add-on
Universal Push-pull

t I r een
Amplifier

Screened -grid Unitr.

1A

"A.W." Record Player (1.-E, Push-pull) .. AW319
QI1u.Cal.ityAmplifier.Fader..

(DC) , WM 264
A P.A.(Power Amplifier for A.C. Mains) . WM275

MISCELLANEOUS (h. each)
L'ooster Speaker (6d.) . .. . AW236

"A`À ..\\;.. STeol ence

changerti..
ty U i(t6(101,1 . ) : : : : : AA a"V'228906

A.C. 1 tickle Charger
Amateur's Linen

A:A.\\.\\::333.17

Output
Short-wave

Short-wave Plug-in Adaptor .. .A4V323)69

Ether
Short-waveSearcherSuSuper -hetrshi oe t

h
Adaptorlop

one motor board AW333
Big ELT. Unit for A.C. Mains .. .   WN1230

"W.31." Linen Diaphragm Loud -speaker  WM235
Two -Minute Adaptor for Short Waves.. .. WAI240

Loud -speaker 'l'one \NI:v:22434s

(SesiTi,esrol6i0teA,WC.ireUletsssitmagaine.,

and at " Amateur Wireless " cow
Mining descriptions oh most of these sets can be obtainel at Is. 31. sal
51. uspeetirelE, post free. Index letters " A.W." colas to " Amatoos
Wireless "sets and " Wait" to " Wireless Mazazia,."
taaress letters:

Amateur Wireless blueprint; Dept,,
London. E.C.a4,

Fli 11 Fetter Lne

AW3J/

mateur Wir
FEE 1 -

'INFORMATION BUREAU I
COUPON

Available until Saturday
MARCH 12, 1932
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Stop and Think
There's no need for the continual drain
on your pocket that dry batteries entail.
Install the Standard' and end it. Made
on the famous Leclanche principle, the same
as the battery for }our electric door -bell,
specially adapted for radio, the 'Standard'
maintains high even voltage year after
year. There's nothing like it for cheapness
and efficiency. We supply any voltage,
any capacity, for 5- DOWN, if desired.

Write now for
STANDARD BOOKLET SENT POST FREE

Sets taking up to 12 ma.
126 v. 12,000 ma. 53/-
90 v. 12,000 ma. 38/ -

Sets taking from 12 to 60 ma.
126 v. 24,000 ma. 72/-
90 v. 24,000 ma. 5 1 ;-

1 ray containers extra, if nq aired

ERITISH MADE
Standard Battery Co.,
181-8 Shaftesbury Ave.,

London, W.C.2.

WATES
BATAT;

How
BIGYOUR
BATTERY
EXPENSE
REALLY IS
then change
to Standard
and end it I

British Made

Use THE RELIABLE BECOL EBONITE
FORMER which has stood the TEST OF TIME

and tested before despatch. Prices LOW.

LOOK FOR TRADE -MARK
SOLE MAKERS

THE BRITISH EBONITE CO., LTD.
HANWELL, W.7

For
SHORT
WAVES

.DYSON
. LTD.,

SVDV! MsrFinCOIANST.,

...... Itl iiioungui

inateur Wt.retias5

"We're Fluxite
and Solder,

The reliable
pair,

Famous for
Soldering-

Kno wn every-
where !

So don't dabble
with Wireless

And mess up
your set,

Let US join the
connections -

Then
PERFECTION

you'll get!'

See that Fluxite and Solder are always by you-in the house, garage, workshop
-anywhere where simple, speedy, soldering is needed. They cost S3 little,
but will make scores of everyday articles lost years longer ! For Pots, Pans,
Silver, and Brassware ; RADIO: odd jabs in the garage-there's always
something useful far Fluxite and Solder to 8.'.
A 1 1 Hardware and Ironmongery ANOTHER USE FOR FJ.UXITE
Stores sell Fluxite in tins, 8d., Hardening Tools and Case Hardening.

1,4 and 2,8. Ask for Leaflet on improved method.
NEW "JUNIOR" SIZE, 43. per tin
FLUXITE SOLDERING SET
Simple to use and lasts for years in constant uss.
Contains special small -space soldering iron,
with non -heating metal handle; pocket blow-
lamp, Fluxite, Solder, etc.; and full instructions.
COMPLETE, 7/6, or LAMP

only, 2/6.
FLUXITE, LTD.

(Dept. 323)
4;14

ROTHERHITHE, S.E.16

ALL MECHANICS WILL H AXE

UtilXrrE
IT SIMPLIFIES ALL SOLDERING

1 the new

EtECTROM
SCREW
AERIAL
is a tremendous
advance upon the

old -type Mast!

Electron
Insulator
Pins.

6d.
par box

of 6.
With these Pins a directional
aerial can instantly be ob-
tained by fixing at different
angles across the room. Vari-
ous coheirs ae ailable in Oak,
Mahogany, Black or White
to match your decorations.

For your lead-in always use
SUPERIAL-7 6 -ft 2/6,

``--'in. satin. Me a Pate it No. ...6006:1

SCIENTIFIC. The Patent Electron
Screen Aerial is a Scientifically constructed
metal plate on a wooden frame, and is designed
to " pi. p " the ether flow to a maximum.
SIMPLE. The Aerial can easily be fixed

"T` to a high part of the house in a few minutes.
Verygood resluts are also obtained by suspend-
ine it in the loft.
SELECTIVE. The Aerial is in advance

"F. of any other, and its highly sea itive pro-
perties ensure both sclectivity.and volume.
SECURE. Once fixed, it stays fixed-
each outfit is supplied with 4 large galvanised
nails. No more fear of storms, as the Screen
Aerial instantly becomes a permanent fixture.
guaranter.-We wish to emphasize that un-
less better results are obtained than from
your existing Aerial, your money will be
refunded instantly without question.

100 -ft. 3/6, 50 -ft. 1/U, 25 -ft. 1/-.

The NEWIONDON ELECTRON WORKS ltd
89, EAST HAM. I ONION, E.'. st,Trro,,,

1St
ARRIAGE9o

To Ensure Speedy Delivery, Mention "..4.W." to Advertisers
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METALISED

LOOK FOR
"EDDY" IN '

YOUR DEALER'S
WINDOW

Further evidence of the supremacy of the new range of
2 -volt Mazda valves is here in the metedised H.L.2. Extreme
sensitivity joins with absolute stability, and its high amplification
coupled with a comparatively low impedance renders it

particularly efficient as a leaky grid detector or intermediate.
L.F. amplifier. The steep slope of the H.L.2 also makes it
suitable for use as an anode bend detector.

Mazda valves are 100% British made and designed by
British engineers.

THE AMAZING

AZ bA
BRITISH

VALVES
EDISWAN RADI

ANOTHER

ACHIEVEMENT
IN THE NEW
MAZDA
2:1/0 L T
RANGE

MAZDA 2 %VOLT RANGE
H.210 - 8 6.

*H.2 - - 8-6
HL.210 - 86

*HL.2 - 8'6
*L.2 - - 86

P.220 - 10 6
P.22CA - 13 6

P.240 - 13,6
PEN.230 20,0
PEN.220 20:0
PEN.220A 20,0
S.G.2I5 - 20,0

*S.2I5A - 20,0
*S.215B - 20,0

* fv:ETAL!!:ED

THE EDISON SWAN ELECTRIC CO. LTD.
RADIO DIVISION:

155 CHARING CROSS ROAD, LONDON, VV.C.2

1.1
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